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Abstract
We compare winning and losing firms in lotteries for H-1B visas, matching administrative data
on these lotteries to administrative tax data on U.S. firms and to approved U.S. patents. Winning
one additional H-1B visa crowds out about 1.5 other workers at the firm. Additional H-1Bs have
insignificant and at most modest effects on firm innovation. More general evidence from the
universe of U.S. firms and the universe of H-1B visas using alternative estimation strategies is
consistent with these results. Firms that hire H-1Bs grow faster and innovate more because they
are different in other ways from firms that do not.
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1. Introduction
A key issue in several fields of economics is how easily firms can substitute one type of
worker for another. Substitutability has implications for firms’ production functions, predicting
the demand for labor, and the incidence of policies that affect the price or availability of different
types of labor. However, it is rare to observe a setting in which the availability of one or more
type of labor is truly random, allowing a sharp test of hypotheses.
In this paper, we explore what happens to firms that win lotteries for an important type of
labor in the United States: highly skilled foreign workers in the H-1B visa program.1 Firms often
argue that H-1B workers have exceptional skills that they cannot otherwise obtain, and that
obtaining these unique skills is necessary for them to grow and innovate. Others argue that H1Bs have skills that firms could otherwise obtain, and thus additional H-1Bs would generally
crowd out other workers and have more muted effects on firm outcomes like innovation. While
firms that hire H-1B visa workers grow faster and innovate more than other firms, a key question
is whether this is due to the causal effect of H-1Bs on the firms or because of other differences.
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In 2010, immigrants accounted for 16 percent of the U.S. adult population with at least a bachelor’s degree, and
high-skilled immigrants represent 24 percent of workers in occupations closely tied to innovation (Pekkala Kerr,
Kerr, and Lincoln 2015). In recent years, prominent voices from government, business, labor, and academia have
discussed significant changes to U.S. immigration law. Many proposals have envisioned changes to the largest U.S.
high-skilled immigration program: H-1B visas for temporary immigration, which allow U.S. firms to employ foreign
workers for three years. The path of high-skilled immigration into the United States is unusual by international
standards: the H-1B program is built around written requests from individual firms for access to specific workers
with ostensibly unique skills. How H-1B workers affect the firms that have applied for them is the subject of much
public discussion, but little empirical work.
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We answer this question by using administrative data on the entrants in these lotteries, matched
to their tax filings and patenting. We find that winning a lottery for a skilled foreign worker
crowds out otherwise available workers and does not increase firm patenting.2 Winning firms
neither grow faster nor innovate more than losing firms.
This result applies more generally than the setting of these lotteries. Regression
discontinuity estimates based on application submission dates that compare firms which just did
and did not miss out on being rationed, estimates based on the winners of large lotteries
compared to a proxy control group, and shift-share estimates based on variation in visa caps all
reveal that H-1B visa workers crowd out otherwise available workers at the firm level, leaving
measures of firm innovation roughly constant. Likewise, adding firm fixed effects to naïve
regressions of firm employment on new firm H-1B visas among the universe of U.S. firms
produces similar results.
In particular, lottery point estimates show that winning one additional H-1B visa worker
crowds out approximately 1.5 otherwise available workers. Regression discontinuity point
estimates show crowd out of roughly 1.5 other workers, point estimates from the winners of a
larger quasi-lottery show crowd out of about 0.7 other workers, shift share point estimates show
crowd out of 1.25 other workers, and firm fixed effect point estimates show crowd of 0.9 other
workers.3
Overall, our results are not supportive of the narrative that H-1Bs have unique skills that
firms cannot otherwise obtain, in contrast to what is suggested by lawmakers.4 Rather, they are
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We also find that they decrease the probability of hiring contractors and have no effect on the amount of the
research and experimentation credit claimed.
3
Note that we generally cannot reject that any particular strategy’s estimates are different from another’s.
4
The Senate Judiciary Committee reports which accompanied legislation to expand the H-1B program in 1998 and
2000 exemplify the narrative in which H-1Bs help firms address “shortages” of special skills. These reports noted
that: “Companies across America are faced with severe high-skill labor shortages that threaten their
competitiveness” (Senate Judiciary Committee 1998). “America faces a serious dilemma when employers find that
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more supportive of a narrative in which marginal H-1Bs crowd out other workers, are paid less
than alternative workers, and increase the firm’s profits—despite having little effect on measures
of firm innovation. Indeed, we find some evidence from our lottery variation that additional H1Bs increase profits, and some evidence that additional H-1Bs decrease payroll costs per
employee.
Several advances over the previous literature make these analyses possible, including
administrative H-1B data on both lottery winners and losers and linkage of this and other H-1B
data to the tax filings and patent data for the universe of U.S. firms. Thus, relative to other
studies on H-1Bs and other immigration programs, ours is the only one to our knowledge to
leverage randomized variation or a discontinuity to estimate the effect of immigration on
outcomes in the receiving economy as well as to focus on the universe of affected U.S. firms.
Our paper relates to previous work on the effects of immigration on the labor market (e.g. Card
1990; Borjas, Freeman, and Katz 1997; Card 2001; Friedberg 2001; Borjas 2003; Edin,
Fredriksson, and Åslund 2003; Lubotsky 2007; Borjas, Grogger, and Hanson 2012; see surveys
in Borjas 1994; Friedberg and Hunt 1995; Freeman 2006; Dustmann, Glitz, and Frattini, 2008;
Hanson 2009; and Pekkala Kerr and Kerr 2011), as well as on measures of innovation (e.g.
Borjas and Doran 2012; Foley and Kerr 2013; Moser, Voena, and Waldinger 2014; Grogger and
Hanson forthcoming; see the Kerr 2013 survey). Previous studies on the labor market or
innovation impacts of the H-1B program or similar programs include Kerr and Lincoln (2010),
Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle (2010), Hunt (2011), Peri, Shih, and Sparber (2013), Pekkala Kerr,

they cannot grow, innovate, and compete in global markets without increased access to skilled personnel. Even apart
from shortages in particular fields, in our increasingly global economy, highly skilled foreign workers are certain to
be in a position to make unique contributions to the U.S. economy. A person from another country may simply be a
uniquely talented individual with unique knowledge and skills. The country needs to increase its access to skilled
personnel immediately in order to prevent current needs from going unfilled” (Senate Judiciary Committee 2000).
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Kerr, and Lincoln (2015), and Bound et al. (2015). Regression analysis in the literature has
found no clear evidence of crowdout of other employment, and in some cases has found crowdin.5 The literature has also found that H-1Bs lead to positive effects on patenting.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the policy environment. Section 3
describes the data. Section 4 discusses simple statistics and overall comparisons among firms.
Section 5 discusses our empirical specifications. Section 6 describes the full set of results, and
Section 7 concludes.
2. Policy environment
H-1Bs are sponsored by firms, which apply to the United States Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) and pay a fee to obtain a visa for each H-1B worker they wish to
hire. In its application for each visa, a firm must specify the identity of the worker it wishes to
hire. An H-1B visa allows a skilled foreigner to enter the U.S. for three years. The H-1B is
considered a “non-immigrant” visa because it allows those with H-1Bs to stay in the U.S. only
temporarily. After these three years, the worker may leave the U.S. or a firm may seek to renew
the worker’s H-1B visa. Firms may also sponsor the worker to be a permanent resident. The H1B worker may also move to another firm before the initial three years are up, though several
frictions pose barriers to a move: the new firm must pay USCIS application and legal fees; upon
moving, an H-1B goes to the “back of the line” for gaining permanent residency; some H-1Bs
may not know that they can change jobs; and in the years we study, the worker had to wait for
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Kerr and Lincoln (2010) find no evidence that H-1Bs crowd out other workers. Pekkala Kerr, Kerr, and Lincoln
(2015) find mixed evidence on the effect of H-1Bs on total firm size. Peri, Shih, and Sparber (2013) find that H-1Bs
increase native employment. However, the simulations of Bound et al. (2015) show that the ability to hire foreign
computer scientists should reduce equilibrium employment and wages of natives, while increasing equilibrium
aggregate employment and output.
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several months until the new firm’s H-1B application was approved, but a gap of only two weeks
was allowed between jobs.6
The firm submitting the H-1B application (I-129) must attest, among other things, that:
“(a) H-1B nonimmigrants will be paid at least the actual wage level paid by the employer to all
other individuals with similar experience and qualifications for the specific employment in
question or the prevailing wage level for the occupation in the area of employment, whichever is
higher”; and “(b) The employment of H-1B non-immigrants does not adversely affect working
conditions of workers similarly employed in the area of intended employment.” Firms are
required to pay H-1Bs comparably with workers in one of four skill categories (defined by
experience, education, and level of supervision).7
Caps and lotteries on H-1Bs
The total number of H-1B visas awarded to for-profit firms in a given year is subject to a
maximum number or “cap.” This cap is different for visas given to workers who have a master’s
degree or higher from a U.S. institution (the “Advanced Degree Exemption” (ADE) H-1B visa),
and those without such a degree (the “Regular” H-1B visa). In recent years, including the years
for which we have lottery data, the cap for ADE visas has been 20,000, and the cap for Regular
visas has been 65,000. Much existing literature has identified the effects of H-1Bs through
variation in these caps over time, especially the large increase in the caps in 1999 followed by a
large decrease in 2004.
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Depew, Briggs, and Sorensen (2013) study a single multinational information technology firm and find that from
2003 to 2011, 22 percent of its H-1Bs quit and moved to another firm while on the H-1B.
7
Employers who are “H-1B dependent”—whose workforce is comprised of a sufficiently large fraction of H-1B
employees—face additional requirements to attempt to recruit, and not displace, U.S. workers. Firms may legally
hire an H-1B in lieu of a worker who would have been at a higher skill level.
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The number of H-1B visa applications in any given year has not always exceeded the cap,
but in the two lottery years we study, the cap was reached for each of the two types of H-1B visa.
Visa applications were accepted on a rolling basis once the application season began, and USCIS
allocated visas by lottery only for applications submitted on the date when the total number of
applications received exceeded the remaining available slots. In each of these lotteries, the total
number of applications that won the lottery was equal to the number of remaining visas
necessary to reach the cap.
Our main strategy makes use of lotteries for H-1B visas in fiscal year (FY) 2006 and
2007. (While lotteries were run in subsequent years, USCIS did not keep data on which firms
won and lost the lottery.) The caps for the FY2006 Regular visa, FY2006 ADE visa, FY2007
Regular visa, and FY2007 ADE visa, were reached on August 10, 2005, January 17, 2006, May
26, 2006, and July 26, 2006, respectively. That those were the dates the cap was reached was
only known ex post—making it effectively impossible for firms to game the system by applying
on the (unknown) lottery date for more visas than they desire, on the basis of the (unknown)
probability of selection. Even across the four lotteries we study, the probability that an
application won varied widely. Indeed, these were the first two years USCIS used a lottery to
allocate H-1Bs, and it was not announced in advance that lotteries were going to be run.8 Each
lottery was conducted within a month of reaching the relevant cap.
If a firm is denied a capped H-1B, it has several alternatives to hiring no one. Other than
hiring U.S. citizens or foreigners who are permanent residents, firms can hire foreigners on other
visas, including L-1 temporary work visas, Optional Practical Training (OPT) extensions of F-1
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One to two weeks prior to each lottery, USCIS publicly announced the number of applications it had received.
Thus, firms may have been able to anticipate approximately when the cap might be reached, but they could not
reasonably predict the exact day it would be reached or probability of selection on this day.
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student visas, or H-1Bs not subject to the cap. L-1s allow multinational firms to bring a worker at
a foreign branch to the U.S. temporarily. Visa lottery losers would likely not resort to bringing
the same worker to the U.S. on an L-1, since a firm would have typically applied for an L-1
rather than an H-1B if the L-1 were feasible (as the L-1 is more advantageous to the firm than the
H-1B). Only 11 percent of lottery participants are multinationals, further limiting the importance
of the L-1 in our context. In FY2006 and FY2007, OPT extensions allowed F-1s to extend their
stays for only 12 months, limiting substitutability with H-1Bs, and the majority of H-1B
applicants are not eligible for a F-1 visa.
What job tasks do H-1Bs do?
Before describing the data, it is worthwhile to consider what tasks H-1Bs typically do,
which can help contextualize the results that follow. Data on I-129 applications show that H-1B
visa workers work in a variety of occupations doing a variety of tasks, from working as
researchers to working in tech support call centers. However, despite this diversity, the majority
of all I-129 applications from firms list one occupation: “systems analysis and programming”.9
We break down this broad occupation category into specific occupations that reveal
worker tasks by using the Department of Labor’s 2006 Occupational Employment Statistics by
State, containing mean annual earnings for the 16 sub-occupations within the “Computer and
mathematical occupations” category. The mean annual earnings of these different suboccupations vary widely within each state. Thus, the 2006 salary and state of a person in the
computer occupations can determine whether they are being paid like someone in a creative
research role or like a worker in tech support.
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While this occupation only constitutes a plurality among just ADE applications, those H-1B applications total less
than one-quarter of all capped H-1B slots.
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We report in Appendix Table 1 differences between the mean annual salaries in each
subcategory and the actual annual salaries paid to Regular H1-Bs in “systems analysis and
programming”, reported in their I-129s. The occupations with the closest annual salaries to H1Bs, adjusted by time and place, are not the creative professions of software engineers, or even
the higher-level technical professions such as programmers. Rather, they are lower-level
supporting jobs, such as computer support specialists, technicians, and systems administration.
The wages are so much lower for these H1-Bs than for the time-and-place-adjusted wages for
creative professions that it is very unlikely many of these H-1Bs are doing creative work, at least
if prevailing wage restrictions are met.
3. Data
This paper combines, for the first time, data on the universe of U.S. firms with data on H-1B
immigrants at the firm level. It combines this data with the universe of U.S. patents to paint a
thorough picture of highly-skilled immigrants and their output at U.S. firms.
IRS data: We use Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tax data on the universe of U.S. firms. The
holder of every unique Employer Identification Number (EIN) that employs workers must
generally report firm employment on a quarterly basis (Form 941). We also rely on additional tax
forms for other outcomes, including business income tax returns (the 1120, 1120S, and 1065),
W-2s, and 1099-MISC.
USCIS data: We use USCIS administrative data on the H-1B submissions for FY2006 and
FY2007. The data contain the following information on each H-1B visa application in each of
these years: EIN and name of the firm applying; the date the firm applied for a visa; the type of
H-1B (Regular or ADE); how many of each firm’s applications won or lost the lottery; whether
each application was approved by USCIS; and firm-reported worker characteristics from the I-
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129 such as highest degree completed. These data are used for our main lottery analysis as well
as our regression discontinuity design.
For the remaining ancillary identification strategies, we use USCIS data on the number of
newly approved capped H-1Bs at each firm in the United States for each FY from 2003 through
2008 (not including renewals). In each FY, this data contains approximately 30,000 firm names
(but not EINs), each with an associated number of approved H-1Bs for that FY.
Patenting data: We obtained the Patent Dataverse on the universe of granted U.S. patent
applications from 1975 to 2013 at each firm (identified by name) based on USPTO data
organized by year of application.10 We also observe total patent citations. For ancillary
identification strategies, we use the data in Bell et al. (2019) that links individuals in the IRS data
with those listed on patent applications.
Match between USCIS, IRS, and patenting data
Using EINs, we merged firms from the USCIS lottery data to their IRS records.11 The
IRS data gives us firm-level quarterly employment and annual net income (“profit”), wage bill,
and Research and Experimentation (R&E) credit for research and development expenses. For
the patent merge, as explained in Appendix 1, we performed an intentionally liberal automatic
string matching procedure between the USCIS lottery and patenting datasets to obtain all
plausible matches between firms and patents. We then searched through the matches by hand to
detect and remove all matches that appeared spurious.
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See https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/patent (accessed 5/24/2015). Granted patents are classified by the
calendar year a firm applied for the patent. For example, our measure of the number of patents at a firm in Year 0
refers to patents the firm applied for in Year 0 that were approved by 2013.
11
We drop the 2.0 percent of firms in the USCIS data that did not match to the IRS EIN master list. 4.5 percent of
the remaining firms did not match to the quarterly firm employment data; we treat these data as missing for
employment analyses. Of the rest, 17.9 percent have missing employment data in Year -1. We try two options for
these firms: first, dropping these data for the purpose of the employment specifications; and second, using a dummy
variable to indicate missing pre-period employment and assigning mean pre-period employment to firms with
missing data. We separately test for balance across each selection point.
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For estimation strategies that rely on USCIS data on the number of newly approved H1Bs at each firm for FYs 2003-2008, we match it to IRS data using a fuzzy match on firm names.
(Since there are approximately 30,000 separate firms for each FY, we must apply a fuzzy
matching technique that does not involve any by-hand work, as explained in Appendix 1.) The
resulting matched data contains over 10 million for-profit firms (the universe of for-profit firms
in the U.S.) of which 68,092 firms have at least one H-1B between the years 2003 and 2008.12
We also construct a match between the universe of firms in the IRS data and the universe of U.S.
patenting data. We start with an existing link between individuals on approved patent
applications and their taxpayer IDs (Bell et al., 2019), and then use W-2 data to determine
whether each individual was an employee of a firm in the year a patent application was
submitted, and if so, at which firm the individual was working. This allows us to infer patent
counts by firm-year. We explain in further detail in Appendix 1.
4. Simple statistics and comparisons
Table 1 shows summary statistics for the universe of U.S. firms. It is clear that firms that
have ever had an H-1B have higher employment, experience larger increases in employment
each year, patent more, have higher profits, and pay their workers higher salaries. It is possible
that these differences in outcomes are due to positive causal effects of H-1Bs on firms. It is also
possible that these differences in outcomes are artifacts of other differences between the types of
firms that happen to hire H-1Bs and the types of firms that do not. Our lottery identification
strategy and ancillary identification strategies can address this question.
Table 1 column (3) shows summary statistics for the FY2006 and FY2007 lottery sample.
We use data on 2,750 firms (i.e. EINs) in the full lottery sample. In 300 cases (9.84 percent),
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To make the regressions tractable, we restrict to a 1% random sample of firms without an H-1B between 2003 and
2008, assigning them a weight of 100.
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firms apply for at least one visa in both FY2006 and FY2007. Thus, over both lottery years, there
are 3,050 firm-lottery year observations, where “year” refers to a year of the lottery, rather than a
year when an outcome is observed. The mean and standard deviation of the number of
employees during Q1 to Q4 in the full sample are very large. In firms with 30 or fewer, or 10 or
fewer, employees in Year -1 (two representative cutoffs we use), the mean and standard
deviation of Q1 to Q4 employment are lower but still large. Median employment is lower than
mean. Winsorizing also reduces the mean and standard deviation.
In the FY2006 Regular lottery, the vast majority of applications lost the lottery, and in the
FY2007 Regular lottery, the vast majority won. The ADE lotteries have a more even fraction of
winners and losers. The fact that the vast majority either won or lost the Regular lotteries will not
directly pose an issue for our estimates; such effects on precision will be reflected in the
confidence intervals.
The lottery sample contains 7,243 visa applications, with an average of 2.37 H-1B
applications per firm summing over both years. The average firm in our sample won 0.57 H-1B
visas when aggregating across both years. The standard deviation of the number of chance
lottery wins (defined below) is 0.33, and its range runs from -2.65 to 2.96. Over half of firms are
in North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code 54, representing professional,
scientific, and technical services. The H-1B application data show that across all lotteries,
applicant average age is around 30 (Appendix Table 2).
Comparison of lottery firms to other firms that applied before the last day
Our primary identification strategy comes from comparing firms that randomly received
H-1Bs to those that randomly did not. This comparison is comprised of firms that applied on the
day the cap was reached, which addresses effects for marginally changing the number of H-1Bs
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allowed, a question of great relevance as visa cap changes are contemplated. Nonetheless, it is
worthwhile to compare this sample to the broader sample of firms applying for H-1B visas in
these years. In Appendix Table 3, we regress characteristics of the firms or workers on a dummy
for applying on the last day and lottery fixed effects. Applications on the last day tend to be from
larger firms and those that are more likely to be in professional, scientific, and technical services
industries and to have patented more in the past compared to the set of firms that applied earlier.
On the last day, firms disproportionately submit applications for workers with higher educational
degrees; for those with higher intended worker salaries; for “systems analysis and programming”
jobs; and for younger workers. If H-1Bs hypothetically have more positive innovation effects in
firms that patented more in the past and/or are in scientific industries, or among workers with
advanced degrees or higher salaries, then our sample will arguably be primed to find a positive
effect on innovation relative to using the full set of H-1B firms. Likewise, in Appendix Table 5,
we also show that firm growth rates are not inferior for firms applying on the last day or on a day
approaching it. Results from other empirical strategies will speak more directly to the
generalizability of the lottery experiment.
5. Empirical strategies
Our main outcomes of interest are number of employees and patenting. We also consider
the effect on the R&E credit, the firm’s wage bill per employee, and profits. In the below, we
first discuss our primary empirical strategy that exploits the random assignment of H-1B visas
among firms in the FY2006 and FY2007 H-1B lotteries before turning to secondary strategies.
Our lottery strategy must accommodate firms that applied for multiple H-1B visas. If a
firm submits n visa applications to a lottery in which p percent of applications won a visa, and W
is the random number of H-1B visas given to the firm, then the average number of H-1B visas
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given to the firm in expectation is E[W]=pn. If w is the random realization of W, then the number
of “chance lottery wins” or “chance visas,” u=w-pn, is the random realization of the net number
of wins relative to the ex ante statistical expectation conditional on p and n, and will be
exogenous in the regression we specify below. Thus, our main independent variable is the
random variable U, the net number of a firm’s chance lottery wins, which by construction has a
mean of 0 and whose realization is u.
To find the causal effect of U on an outcome Y, we estimate versions of:
YitT = 0+1UiT+ɛitT.

(1)

t is the number of calendar years since the lottery in question occurred; for example, t=0
corresponds to Year 0.13 T indexes the year of the lottery in question, i.e. FY2006 or FY2007. UiT
is the number of chance H-1B visa lottery wins for firm i in the lottery in year T.14 ɛitT is an error
term. 1 represents the intent-to-treat (ITT) effect of an additional chance H-1B visa win, which
is relevant because firms and policymakers are interested in the raw effects on firms of allowing
a marginal capped visa to the firm. To increase statistical power, we pool the Regular and ADE
lotteries for a given fiscal year T and stack data from FY2006 and FY2007 in the same
regression.15 We cluster the standard errors at the firm level.
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For a given lottery year (i.e. FY2006 or FY2007), we refer to the calendar year the lottery occurred (e.g. 2005 in
the case of the FY2006 lottery) as “Year 0.” The year before this calendar year is “Year -1”; the year after Year 0 is
“Year 1”; etc. We refer to the first quarter when an H-1B employee would begin work at a firm (e.g. the first quarter
of FY2006 in the case of the FY 2006 lottery) as “Q1”; the next quarter as “Q2”; etc., which is relevant for
employment, the only outcome we can observe quarterly.
14
Although the randomization implies that Ui should be exogenous in (1), it is also possible to control for various
pre-determined covariates. We generally control for a lagged value of an outcome variable at the firm (e.g. when the
dependent variable is the number of employees, we can control for Yi,pre-period,T, the number of employees in
firm i observed in the period preceding the lottery) and for the expected number of lottery wins pn.
15
Similarly, whenever we examine an outcome across multiple time periods t, we stack the data across these
periods. For the 2.69 percent of firms that participate in more than one lottery in a given fiscal year T (e.g. a firm
participates in both the 2006 Regular and ADE lotteries), we calculate UiT by summing the total number of chance
lottery wins across both of the lotteries that the firm enters in year T.
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After a firm wins an H-1B lottery, its application may be approved, denied, or withdrawn.
The total number of capped H-1B visas approved for a firm in any given year is potentially
endogenous because it depends on the fraction of those that win the lottery that are approved. In
practice, most are approved. Still, we can use lottery wins as an instrument for approved capped
H-1B visas in a two-stage least squares (2SLS) model:
AiT = 0+1UiT+νiT

(2)

YitT = γ0+ γ1AiT+ηitT

(3)

AiT represents the number of capped H-1B visas approved for firm i in the lottery that occurred in
year T. In the first stage (2), we regress AiT on UiT using ordinary least squares (OLS). In the
second stage (3), we regress YitT on AiT (instrumented using UiT) using OLS. The coefficient γ1
represents the local average treatment effect (LATE) of an extra approved capped H-1B visa
among the compliers (i.e. those induced by winning the lottery to increase their number of
approved capped H-1B visas). νit and ηit are error terms. This specification is most relevant in the
employment context where we are testing whether additional H-1Bs crowd in or out other
employment.
Our employment variable measures a firm’s total employment, including any H-1B
workers, so we adjust our employment coefficients by 1 to subtract the H-1B worker and present
effects on the employment of other workers. The key question of interest is a two-sided test of
whether the coefficient on H-1B visas is significantly different from 0, as theory is ambiguous
over such a relationship. If the coefficient is positive and significant, it would indicate that the
extra H-1B visa increases employment of other workers at the firm—as opposed to crowding out
workers that the firm would have otherwise hired, in which case the coefficient would be
negative. One for one crowdout would yield a coefficient of -1. Finally, it is possible that the
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new H-1B worker works more hours or works harder than others (perhaps to secure another visa
or green card for continued employment in the U.S.) and therefore crowds out more than one
other worker, for a coefficient of less than -1.
We investigate the effects of H-1Bs on each outcome for the three-year duration of the
initial visa for consistency, but we also focus on shorter and longer durations that are most
appropriate for our main employment and patenting outcomes, respectively. In particular, we
focus on quarterly employment from Q1 to Q4 of the visa, when the H-1B worker is almost
always working at the firm and when a coefficient’s relation to 0 will therefore most reliably
indicate crowd in or crowd out, and on patents from Year 0 to the latest year available in the
data, Year 8, given the sometimes substantial time taken to develop patents.
To adjust for the long right tail of the employment distributions and relatively small
sample sizes in the lottery sample, we take two approaches. First, in our baseline specification,
we run median regressions. Second, we run mean regressions where we either include firm by
lottery fixed effects and winsorize the dependent variable at the 95% level or let the dependent
variable be the winsorized first difference of employment. The first difference YitT is taken from
before the lottery to period t after the lottery. Such regressions would not capture large effects
on employment outcomes, but we later explore this issue in depth.
Due to the long right tail of the distribution of patents, previous literature has typically
examined transformations of the number of patents. We approximate the log of the number of
patents using the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS), which is defined at zero and approximates the
log for larger values of its arguments (e.g. Burbidge, Magee, and Robb 1988, Pence 2006). The
IHS of patents Y is defined as:

IHS(Y ) = ln(Y + 1+ Y 2 )
16

We alternatively deal with the distributional challenges posed by patents by using the negative
binomial regression. This regression takes into account that patenting is a count variable.
We expect our results to be most statistically distinguishable in small and medium-sized
firms, which, in the aggregate, contribute in important ways to U.S. employment and innovation
(Acs and Audretsch 1990), and comprise a substantial fraction of all H-1B lottery applicants
(e.g., 19% of H-1B visas come from firms with 10 or fewer employees; 34% come from firms
with 30 or fewer employees). To evaluate how the effects vary across firms of different sizes, we
investigate firms with 10 or fewer employees in Year -1 (roughly the 25th percentile of firm size
in our sample); those with 30 or fewer employees in Year -1 (roughly the 50th percentile); many
other firm size cutoffs; and firms of all sizes.
We now turn to discuss our secondary strategies, which, while relying on stronger
identification assumptions, complement our main approach by providing two main benefits.
First, the alternative approaches provide substantial improvements in statistical power over our
lottery results, affording us the ability to more regularly recover meaningful confidence intervals
from unwinsorized mean regressions and for full samples of firms.16 Second, they enable us to
examine contexts that sometimes provide larger-scale variation affecting more H-1B
applications.
Our first alternative approach adopts a regression discontinuity (RD) design that exploits
how the probability a firm had a successful application fell from near one hundred percent if
submitted before the cap was reached to much lower if submitted on the day a cap was reached
in FY 2006 and 2007. Importantly, it was not known in advance which days the caps were going
to be reached, eliminating firms’ ability to sort around the cutoff. We implement our RD
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As a result, we exclusively present unwinsorized employment regressions for these strategies.
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approach using days relative to the cap being reached as the running variable and the optimal
bandwidth of 20 days calculated by the method of Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014).
Specifically, we tweak equations (2) and (3) by instrumenting for the number of H-1B visas
approved with whether the applications were submitted before the day the cap was received, and
including a quadratic running variable to fit the relationship between number of accepted H-1B
applications and number of days before the cap was reached and visa type by year fixed effects.17
We then consider the large FY2008 lottery, in which 123,480 H-1B applications were
received in the first two days of the application season for only 85,000 capped slots. In this
lottery, all applications were entered into the lottery, making this setting an interesting contrast to
the moderately binding years of FY2006 and FY2007. The setting is difficult to analyze,
however, because USCIS did not record information for the firms that lost the lottery.18
Therefore, we must compare approved lottery winners with a control group constructed to proxy
lottery losers. We construct this comparison group by determining the subset of Labor Condition
Application (LCA) submissions that were likely to be eligible for submitting an H-1B
application that would have been subject to the lottery (a prior LCA submission is required
before an H-1B application can be submitted, but it does not guarantee an H-1B application
submission).19 Ultimately, we cannot rule out that the results are influenced by attrition from the
LCA sample into the lottery, nor can we determine which losing applications were in the regular
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Some firms submit applications on multiple days, but keeping firms that show up in both the treatment and control
group greatly attenuates any effect on visa approval. Thus, in order for there to be a first stage, we must limit our
sample to firms that submitted all their applications for a particular visa category-year on one given day (76.4% of
firms).
18
Additionally, we can only observe approved winners.
19
This consisted of all LCAs submitted by for-profit firms between March and April of 2007 in which the proposed
H-1B worker would begin work between September and October of 2007. These restrictions are based on the
USCIS rules that determine which I-129 applications would be subject to the FY2008 lottery, but we also tested and
found robustness to variation in these restrictions, and we determine for-profit status through a merge to the IRS
business entity database.
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versus ADE lotteries, which had different selection probabilities.20 With this proxy control
group constructed and approved wins, we calculate “chance wins” and estimate equation (1).
We also utilize a shift-share strategy, which is one of the most common strategies
employed when studying the impact of H-1B workers or migrants more generally (e.g., Pekkala
Kerr, Kerr, and Lincoln 2015).21 This strategy exploits cross-sectional reliance on H-1Bs and
changes in the national H-1B cap over time, including those that occurred after 2003 when the
cap decreased substantially from 195,000 in 2003 to 65,000 in 2004 while modestly increasing to
85,000 for the remaining years for which we have H-1B data (2005-2008). The shift-share
strategy requires stronger identification assumptions, namely that of parallel trends. To
implement the shift-share strategy, we calculate the share of new H-1Bs as a function of lagged
firm employment in the first year (2003) for which we have H-1B counts. Firms that relied on
many new H-1Bs in 2003 as a share of the firm’s 2002 overall employment were more likely to
be affected by post-2003 visa cap changes than firms with a smaller share of H-1Bs. We run a
first stage regression in which a firm’s new H-1Bs in a given year between 2003 and 2008 as a
share of previous year employment are regressed on the firm’s 2003 H-1B share interacted with
each year’s annual visa cap. We also control for year and firm fixed effects and an interaction of
a time trend with the pre-period value of each dependent variable.
Finally, we compare H-1B firms to a large random sample of the universe of remaining
U.S. firms. To do so, we augment equation (3) with firm fixed effects in which the independent
variable of interest is the number of new capped H-1Bs approved for a given firm in a given year
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The ratio between LCA submissions and H-1B applications was approximately 1.63, raising the possibility of
large amounts of bias. Related, Peri, Shih, and Sparber (2015) exploit these large lotteries at the metropolitan area
level, which likely implies, due to the law of large numbers, that nearly all of the variation being exploited stems
from attrition and differences in reliance on ADE versus Regular H-1Bs across areas.
21
The existing literature on the impact of H-1Bs on firms has made use of smaller samples (such as portions of the
COMPUSTAT database or large firms from Census data), we are the first to analyze the results from this strategy
applied to the universe of U.S. firms.
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between 2003 and 2008, ranging from zero (most firms) to several thousand (the most heavy H1B users).
6. Results
Validity
Appendix Table 6 verifies the validity of the randomized design by regressing variables
that should not be affected by the lottery on chance lottery wins. The table confirms that none of
the lagged dependent variables is significantly (or jointly) related to chance lottery wins.22
Employee characteristics, as shown in Appendix Table 2, are also individually and jointly
insignificantly related to lottery wins (p = 0.31 in the joint test).
Employment Results
Table 2 shows our main results from estimating equations (1)-(3). Across all
specifications for small and medium sized firms the coefficients are negative and statistically
significant, indicating that H-1B workers decrease the number of other workers employed at the
firm. Columns (1) of Table 2 displays the 1 coefficients from median regressions of the form
outlined in equation (1) while columns (2) and (3) show the results from 2SLS mean regressions
shown in equations (2) and (3).23 Column (1) shows that for firms with 10 or fewer employees,
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We investigate the effects on Year -2 outcomes and control for the dependent variable measured in Year -1, which
is the same control as in our regressions in later tables. By investigating Year -2 outcomes, we can also determine
the firm size cutoffs by measuring employment in Year -1, yielding the same firms in each size category as in our
later regressions. When we investigate Year -1 outcomes as the dependent variable, controlling for Year -2
observations and using firm size cutoffs from Year -2, the regressions are insignificant for all but one of the 27
dependent variables, consistent with random chance (results not shown).
23
Because instrumental variables quantile regressions typically did not converge, we use the ITT for median
regression. These regressions do not reflect that some H-1B lottery winners’ applications are rejected, but our first
stage coefficient presented in Appendix Table 9 is extremely precise and quite close to 1 (ranging from 0.88 to 0.89)
such that scaling our estimates by the first stage would not alter our findings. Of course, instrumental variables
quantile regressions do not rely on a Wald estimate, but in practice, in the rare median instrumental variables median
regressions that converged, the coefficients on approved H-1B visas were very similar to the ITT median coefficient
divided by the OLS or median first stage—i.e. only around 10 percent larger than in the ITT median regressions.
Additionally, after their visas are approved by USCIS, some workers may not show up for their jobs in the U.S.
However, North (2011) estimates that around the time we study, nearly all (95 percent) of those approved for H-1Bs
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an additional chance H-1B visa win crowds out approximately one and a half other workers in
the year after the lottery. The results are similar for firms with 30 or fewer employees or the full
sample of firms. We then repeat these exercises for mean regressions with firm fixed effects
(Column 2) and firm differences (Column 3), and similarly find evidence of crowdout for firms
with 10 or fewer and 30 or fewer employees, albeit with somewhat more negative but less
precise estimates.24 (Note there is little difference between the firm fixed effects and differenced
estimates). However, the mean regressions estimates for the full sample of firms are imprecise,
which is unsurprising due to the high variance of large employers. Across all specifications, the
full set of results remain similar whether we pool Q1 to Q4 or Q1 to Q12, with point estimates
slightly increasing in absolute value in the longer time horizon.
To see more comprehensively how the estimates vary across the employer size
distribution, we estimate our baseline specification from Column (1) of Table 2, varying the size
threshold from 10 or fewer employees to 500 or fewer, in increments of 10.25 Panel A of Figure
1 displays the results, showing that the results remain stable across the employer size
distribution, with most point estimates hovering around -1.5, as seen in Table 2. In all cases, the
coefficients are statistically significant, ruling out no effect on the employment of other workers
at the 1 percent level. Figure 2 displays the dynamics of these effects by augmenting equation
(1) and allowing the impact of chance H-1B visa wins to vary by years since the lottery. Before
the lottery, the effect of a chance H-1B visa win has a point estimate that hovers around zero, in

end up being admitted. Thus, (further) scaling our scaled ITT or TOT estimates a bit more to reflect this would have
negligible effects on our results and not affect our conclusions.
24
We find no evidence that winsorizing employment in mean regressions is biasing our findings. Namely, an extra
H-1B visa has an insignificant effect on the probability that the change in employment is outside the 95 th (or higher)
percentile or fixed size cutoffs (Appendix Table 9), and we get similar results (though not as precise) without
winsorizing (Appendix Table 10).
25
The necessity of keeping a sufficiently large number of firms in each category, to prevent the potential
identification of any given firm, precludes us from going beyond 500 employees in increments of 10.
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line with the random assignment to treatment. Following the lottery, the impact on the
employment of others is negative, consistent with crowd out. Appendix 2 describes additional
robustness exercises,26 and Appendix 3 describes efforts to estimate the effect on employment of
foreigners and nonforeigners separately. While there are limitations with this exercise, the results
suggest that at least some of the crowdout may be of other non-U.S. citizens.
Innovation and other outcomes
To examine the effect that H-1B visas have on other firm outcomes, we estimate
regressions of the form outlined in equation (1), varying the dependent variable. We present the
results in Table 3. We first examine the effect of chance H-1B visa wins on the innovative
activity of the firm. Column (1) shows the results with the IHS of patents over the 8 years
following the lottery as the dependent variable. We obtain a precisely estimated null effect of
chance H-1B visa wins on the IHS of patents. For firms with 10 or fewer employees, the point
estimate is a 0.026% increase in patents. With 95% confidence, we bound the effect between 0.42% and 0.47%, ruling out any material impact of an additional chance H-1B on patenting
activity. Column (2) uses negative binomial regressions and recovers similar null effects, where
with 95% confidence we can bound the impact to be between -1.08% and 0.21% for the smallest
firms.
Examining robustness of the patenting results, Panel B of Figure 1 again varies the
employer size threshold from 10 or fewer employees to 500 or fewer, in increments of 10. At the
lower end of the firm size distribution, the point estimates hover around zero. As employer size
increases to 80, we see a decline in the point estimates, yet we still cannot reject the null
hypothesis of no effect at the 5% size, but a near zero effect lies towards the top of the 95%
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In particular, we show negative effects on employment of other workers quarter-by-quarter, where firms missing
pre-lottery employment are included, across a variety of subgroups, and of contractors.
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confidence interval. Figure 3 repeats a similar exercise as Figure 2, but with patents as the
dependent variable. Effects are insignificant in the years before the lottery and the dynamics in
response to a chance H-1B visa do not display a clear pattern, in line with our precisely estimated
“pooled” zero from before. Together, the evidence indicates that an additional chance H-1B visa
win results in at most a very modest increase in patenting and in the most negative case, a small
decline in patenting. In Appendix 2, we also explore and confirm robustness to our patenting
findings, including when examining patents weighted by citations or limited to only firms in the
more highly-skilled ADE visa lotteries (Appendix Tables 16 and 18).
While patenting is one measure of the innovative output of a firm, measuring inputs into
the production of innovative output is another way of capturing the firm’s innovative activity.
To do this, we estimate how a chance H-1B visa win effects the intensive and extensive margin
claim of the R&E credit during the duration of the visa in Columns (3) and (4), respectively. For
firms with 10 or fewer employees the point estimate is negative, although the 95% confidence
interval is large, only allowing us to rule out increases of greater than 4.1%. The point estimate
for extensive margin use of the R&E credit is negative with the 95% confidence interval ruling
out an impact greater than 0.41 percentage points. We can rule out even smaller increases for
firms with 30 or fewer employees, but when all firms are used to estimate the effect, the results
are less precise.
Focusing on the remaining firm outcomes, column (5) examines the impact that a chance
H-1B visa win has on median payroll per employee during the duration of the visa. For smaller
firms, we find declines in payroll per employee with point estimates of several thousand dollars.
Column (6) shows the results for firm profits. While the results are only statistically significant
for firms with 30 or fewer employees, the positive point estimates in all three cases provide
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suggestive evidence for a moderate positive effect of chance H-1B wins on profits ranging from
three to eleven thousand dollars.
Results from secondary strategies
We now turn to estimating the impact of H-1Bs with our secondary empirical strategies.
The results for all strategies, along with some reproduced experimental estimates, are presented
in Table 4 across the main dependent variables of interest. Starting with the regression
discontinuity design, Appendix Figure 1 visualizes the discrete and dramatic drop, relative to
prior days, in the number of H-1B applications accepted that occurs on the day the cap is reached
for all visa type-years but Regular 2007, which is roughly in line with their respective win rate
probabilities. In column 1, we report unwinosrized mean employment results for all secondary
strategies. For small and medium sized firms (and for the full set of firms in median regressions
as shown in Appendix Figure 2), the RD employment estimates are precisely measured and
demonstrate crowd out of other workers. These estimates are in line with the results from our
experimental strategy, but, as expected, with tighter confidence intervals than the mean
winsorized lottery estimates (and similar confidence intervals to the median lottery results).27
While the effect of an H-1B on patenting is less precisely measured than for our experimental
design, the effect on patenting and use of the R&E credit is negative and generally significant
(columns 2 and 3). We take this as suggestive evidence that the RD approach finds little effect
of H-1Bs on the innovative activity of the firm, with small negative effects possible. Results for
pay per employee and profits are mixed and imprecise (columns 4 and 5).
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The findings are robust to variation in bandwidth, polynomial order of the running variable, firm samples, and use
of median regressions, with Appendix Figure 2 showing the full set of median estimates from varying the bandwidth
from as low as 10 days through as high as 100 days.
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Turning to the large FY 2008 lottery winners and comparison group of non-winners
presented in the third row of each panel in Table 4, the estimates we recover are precise,
including for the full sample of firms, and substantially more so than the prior strategies. We find
the effect of an H-1B is to similarly crowd out other workers, although the magnitude (around
0.75 worker) is smaller than what is seen in the experimental and RD results. The point
estimates for patenting estimates are small and negative. The tight confidence interval allows us
to rule out modest changes to the patenting activity of the firm. The results for the R&E credit
rule out moderate changes in the use of the tax credit. Together these results confirm the picture
painted by the experimental and RD strategies: the effect of an H-1B on the innovative activity
of a firm is small. While the results for profits and payroll per employee are less robust to
changes in firm size, we see some evidence of higher profits and decreases in payroll per
employee, which is in line with the experimental evidence.
For the shift-share strategy, as expected, the results indicate that the variation in the visa
cap over time interacted with a firm’s pre-period H-1B employment share has a statistically
significant impact on the firm’s H-1Bs employment share, with first stage F-statistics of at least
66. As presented in the fourth row of each panel in Table 4 and starting with employment, the
results are in line with our previous findings; namely, they show a decrease in the employment of
other workers on the order of 1.25, and the effects are precisely estimated for all samples of
firms. We find the effect of an H-1B on the patenting of the firm to be insignificant, with point
estimates around zero, while effects on use of the R&E credit are negative. We also find negative
but insignificant effects on payroll per employee and, somewhat surprisingly, negative effects on
profit. Outside of the latter estimate, these results align with the prior results and more generally
contribute to the story that H-1Bs have somewhere between a small negative and a zero impact
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on the innovative activity of a firm as measured by patenting activity and use of the R&E
credit.28
Finally, the OLS regressions, presented in the fifth row of each panel in Table 4, indicate
that with firm fixed effects, an additional H-1B visa is associated with a decrease in the
employment of other workers on the order of nearly 1 employee, regardless of firm size. Thus,
the naïve difference between firms that do and do not hire H-1B workers as seen in Table 1 are
an artifact of other differences. H-1Bs are associated with very small increases in patenting and
no changes in the R&E credit, with confidence intervals that rule out even small effects for both
measures. Finally, we find little evidence of a relationship between H-1Bs and other outcomes at
the firm.
In summary, we find that alternative strategies, with a variety of different strengths,
weaknesses, and degrees of generalizability, validate our experimental finding that the effect of
an H-1B is to reduce the employment of other workers at the firm and that H-1Bs have no
meaningful impact on the patenting activity of firms.29
Discussion of Results
Our employment results consistently show decreases in the employment of other workers,
thus implying that additional H-1Bs robustly crowd out other individuals who would have
worked at the firm. Taken at face value, most lottery and regression discontinuity point estimates
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That the prior literature finds positive effects on patenting could be driven by a failure to adequately capture timespecific differences that correlate with H-1B availability, by the earlier increases in the cap not contained within our
sample, or the cap failing to bind in many years. Using our specific years of data, sample of firms, and specification,
we estimate positive effects on patenting when we do not control for interactions of a time trend with the pre-period
values of the dependent variables. However, this sensitivity may not apply to other analyses. Related, the negative
effects on profits we recover could in part be because shift share designs, which compare relative changes between
the independent and dependent variables, are not well suited to dependent variables that are frequently negatively
signed (in this case net profit) or could hint at violations in the parallel trend assumption.
29
Appendix Figures 3 and 4 show that for these identification strategies our findings on the effect of H-1Bs on
employment of other workers and patenting are robust across the firm employment distribution.
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in fact imply that an H-1B worker crowds out more than one worker, although we cannot reject a
null hypothesis of one-for-one crowdout; or said differently, we do not find statistically
significant evidence that overall employment (including the H-1B) at the firm goes down. In
considering our other strategies, the shift-share point estimates, while smaller in size than the
lottery and RD estimates, similarly show greater than one-for-one crowdout (statistically
significantly so), while the remaining strategies point to crowdout close to, but below, one-forone, and their confidence intervals can generally rule out more than that one-to-one crowdout.
Yet while there is some variation in the point estimates across strategies, it is also almost always
the case that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that any strategy’s estimates are the same as
another sets. Altogether, our results are consistent with the possibility that new H-1B workers
and otherwise available workers are perfect substitutes.30
Still, given the size of the coefficients for some strategies, it is worthwhile to ask: what
underlying feature of H-1B employment might cause them to crowd out multiple other workers
at once? We offer several hypotheses that would be consistent with this. First, it is possible that
H-1Bs work harder than alternative employees do. This could arise due to employer monopsony
power over opportunities for a green card or for reasons intrinsically related to the quality of the
workers themselves. Second, (full-time) H-1B workers could be replacing multiple part-time
workers, though our results on payroll per employee are not consistent with this hypothesis.
Third, H-1Bs may indeed have special skills, but firms may use these skills to facilitate changes
in production technology that lead to a different mix of outputs and inputs, and in particular, to a
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They do not necessarily imply perfect substitutability, as it would also depend on the degree of substitutability or
complementarity of H-1B labor with capital. See Lewis (2011), which studies the interaction of immigration with
capital. And if a firm faces frictions in finding a new employee that limit the degree of crowdout of other workers,
the amount of crowdout we detect is all the more notable.
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decrease in demand for otherwise available workers. The evidence in Section 2 about the types
of tasks H-1B workers likely perform is not very consistent with this hypothesis.
Turning to patenting, we find generally small and insignificant effects.31 This result is
not especially surprising given the likely occupations reported in Section 2. While our lottery
results are not an artifact of focusing on small non-innovative firms hiring workers with
relatively low education – firms applying on the day the cap is reached are more likely than other
applicants to have patented in the past, to be in scientific industries, and to apply for workers
with higher educational degrees – the ability to focus on lottery effects in large or especially
innovative firms where most patenting is concentrated is limited by statistical power. However,
this is not the case for our other strategies.
In Table 5 Panel A, we restrict the sample to innovative firms by dropping those that
have never patented in prior periods and examining effects using all of our identification
strategies. The results confirm that several strategies (in particular, the 2008 quasi-lottery, shiftshare, and OLS firm fixed effect regressions) are indeed sufficiently powered to produce precise
estimates for the small subsample of innovative firms, showing no increase in patenting due to an
additional H1B. In Panel B, we focus only on firms with over 30 employees in the preperiod,
given that patenting is more prevalent among larger firms, and we find similar results. Thus, our
findings apply even when just considering more innovative firms. Additionally, the R&E credit
results tend to be clustered around zero or somewhat negative. While not always as precise as
they are for patenting, the combined R&E and patenting results paint the picture that both firm
inputs into the innovative process and innovative output do not see meaningful increases from
additional H-1Bs.
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The extremely small positive estimates from firm fixed effects regressions are offset by the modest decreases in
patenting found in some 2008 quasi lottery and shift-share estimates
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Finally, we find some evidence of a decrease in payroll per employee and increase in
profits in our lottery setting. The impact on payroll per employee could be coming from multiple
mechanisms. First, employers may pay H-1Bs less than the average wage. This could be due to
monopsony power that the employer has due to the individual’s H-1B status. Second,
employment of H-1Bs could reduce wages paid to H-1B workers, which combined with lower
employment of other workers, suggests that the effect of H-1Bs is to lower the demand for other
workers. In turn, the positive indication on profits along with payroll per employee results
suggest that the firm is able pay its employees less without a similar sized drop in output, that is,
the firm is able to extract (additional) rents from labor. That said, the results on profits and
payroll per employee are less precise and robust across strategies than our main outcomes and
thus more speculative.
7. Conclusion
The effect of highly skilled immigrants on firms is one of the centrally important U.S.
immigration policy questions. We examine the impact of the United States’ largest high-skill
immigration program, the H-1B program, and find that new H-1Bs crowd out other workers
associated with similar observable levels of innovation. This result is informative for
understanding the effects of these individual workers on firms, and for understanding the labor
market for high-skilled technical workers in the U.S. and nature of labor market substitution. We
bring several new advances to the literature, including randomized visa lotteries and IRS data on
the universe of U.S. firms. We apply this IRS data not only to the new randomized visa lotteries
strategy, but also to a new regression discontinuity design, as well as other strategies that the
prior literature has relied upon that we now apply to the firm level, drawing on the universe of
firms.
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Taken together, these identification strategies run the gamut from precise causal
identification on small subsets of firms to more general correlative statements about the universe
of U.S. firms, and from an analysis of years in which demand for H-1Bs moderately outstripped
supply to an analysis of years in which demand for H-1Bs greatly outstripped supply. The
primary finding that across all identification strategies one additional H-1B leads to significant
crowd out of other workers at the firm level holds whenever the sample we study is sufficiently
powered to produce precise estimates, sometimes even when including very large firms. This is
relevant in light of frequent claims that H-1Bs have unique skills that cannot easily be obtained
elsewhere.
Likewise, across all identification strategies and all years, one additional H-1B does not
cause any meaningful increase in patenting. In contrast, point estimates of the effects of H-1Bs
on patenting are typically negative, and standard errors are typically small enough to rule out
more than a small percentage or absolute effect. These findings are not an artifact of small
numbers of marginal H-1Bs being denied due to the cap, as they also hold even for identification
strategies such as the 2008 quasi-lottery and the 2004 cap reduction which involve substantial
numbers of H-1Bs at stake in the economy as a whole and in each firm.
Consistent with firm profit maximization, we find some evidence that extra H-1B visas
increase firm profits. We also find some evidence that extra H-1B visas lead to a decrease in
earnings per employee, especially in the lottery identification strategy. If these findings reflect
higher economic profits and/or lower pay for H-1Bs than for alternative workers, then this would
suggest the existence of market frictions, such as firm labor market monopsony power.
Overall, our results are more supportive of the view that H-1Bs crowd out alternative
workers, are paid less per unit of effort than the alternative workers whom they crowd out, and
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thus increase the firm’s profits despite no measurable effect on innovation. Prima facie, these
results appear at odds with a chief goal of the program, as articulated by policy-makers in
legislation, of providing firms with skilled workers who have unique, innovative skills that the
firms cannot otherwise obtain. Even though firms attest that hiring the H-1B does not adversely
affect similarly employed workers, our results raise this possibility.32 Future research should
investigate whether H-1B’s pay is consistent with prevailing wage regulations and whether
employers meet the test of being unable to hire a comparable worker. And while we find little
effect on firms’ quantity of innovation, assessing impacts on productivity should be a priority for
further research.
Our study only estimates partial-equilibrium effects, not general equilibrium effects. In
particular, we isolate the effect of additional H-1B visas allocated to a given firm on outcomes at
that firm (holding all else equal). However, these should be a key determinant of the general
equilibrium effects. If the crowded-out workers become employed in other firms (i.e., assuming
labor demand is not perfectly inelastic) and innovate there, aggregate employment and patenting
could still increase, as long as this boost to innovation does not crowd out innovation elsewhere.
These or other mechanisms could reconcile positive aggregate effects with small firm-level
effects. However, this mechanism for raising employment and innovation would be very
different than the hypothesis that H-1Bs directly raise employment and innovation at the firm
level as well, as both the business community and policy makers have claimed, and suggests
smaller aggregate effects than would otherwise be expected.

Our results do not necessarily imply that firms’ behavior is inconsistent with their attestations, for example
because the Congressional intent may have been to prevent harm to U.S. citizens specifically.
32
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Table 1. Summary Statistics for Full Merged IRS Data

Variable
Number of employees (all)
Number of employees (≤30)
Number of employees (≤10)
Median employees (all)
Median employees (≤30)
Median employees (≤10)
Winsorized emp. first diff. (all)
Winsorized emp. first diff. (≤30)
Winsorized emp. first diff. (≤10)
Number of patents (all)
Number of patents (≤30)
Number of patents (≤10)
IHS of patents (all)
IHS of patents (≤30)
IHS of patents (≤10)
IHS of R&E (all)
IHS of R&E (≤30)
IHS of R&E (≤10)
Fraction with R&E (all)
Fraction with R&E (≤30)
Fraction with R&E (≤10)
Median payroll per employee (all)
Median payroll per employee (≤30)
Median payroll per employee (≤10)
Median firm profits (all)
Median firm profits (≤200)
Median firm profits (≤30)
Median firm profits (≤10)
New H-1Bs as share of employ. (all)
New H-1Bs as share of employ.(≤30)
New H-1Bs as share of employ. (≤10)
Fraction winning lottery
2006 Regular
2006 ADE
2007 Regular
2007 ADE
Fraction in NAICS=54 (all)
Fraction in NAICS=54 (≤30)
Fraction in NAICS=54 (≤10)

All Firms
(1)
Mean (SD)
22.23 (827.55)
6.09 (11.36)
3.78 (9.32)
4
4
3
0.21 (3.57)
0.13 (1.58)
0.12 (1.13)
0.070 (5.15)
0.011 (0.33)
0.007 (0.26)
0.012 (0.173)
0.005 (0.099)
0.003 (0.081)
0.049 (0.788)
0.014 (0.399)
0.007 (0.290)
0.004 (0.063)
0.001 (0.036)
0.001 (0.026)
$16,800
$16,433
$16,049
$11,308

H-1B Firms
(2)
Mean (SD)
422.88 (7503.84)
12.45 (94.91)
7.11 (105.75)
20
8
5
3.20 (14.66)
1.01 (3.04)
0.75 (1.96)
2.17 (39.38)
0.17 (1.93)
0.10 (1.27)
0.23 (0.81)
0.06 (0.37)
0.04 (0.28)
0.70 (2.98)
0.24 (1.69)
0.14 (1.31)
0.054 (0.225)
0.020 (0.141)
0.012 (0.110)
$37,944
$33,930
$31,075
$45,844

$9,822
$8,196
0.00079 (0.08)
0.00081 (0.08)
0.00085 (0.09)

$27,928
$20,454
0.075 (0.75)
0.12 (0.95)
0.16 (1.19)

0.11 (0.31)
0.11 (0.32)
0.12 (0.32)

0.32 (0.47)
0.36 (0.48)
0.37 (0.48)

Lottery Firms
(3)
Mean (SD)
1,877.84 (39,721.31)
43.09 (1,904.34)
9.64 (55.63)
31
10
6
27.28 (92.39)
4.35 (9.43)
3.22 (6.84)
4.52 (56.11)
0.23 (8.59)
0.023 (0.49)
0.15 (0.80)
0.017 (0.22)
0.010 (0.14)
1.55 (4.74)
0.15 (1.39)
0.14 (1.22)
0.099 (0.30)
0.013 (0.11)
0.013 (0.11)
$49,332
$42,281
$38,657
$80,250
$43,301
$30,398

0.04
0.17
0.98
0.55
0.56
0.66
0.65

Notes: The data are from IRS, USCIS, and USPTO administrative sources. The “All Firms” column refers to the universe of
firm-year observations in the IRS data. The “H-1B Firms” column refers to firms listed as hiring at least one new H-1B during
fiscal years 2003 through 2008. The “all” rows refer to firm-year observations of all employee sizes; the “≤30” (“≤10”) rows
refer to those firms with 30 (10) or fewer employees in a given year. Number of patents refers to approved patents in each year
from Year 0 to 2013. Employment data are observed in Q1-Q4, the first four quarters when the H-1B worker may work at the
firm. R&E, payroll per employee, and firm profits are measured in Years 0 to 3, the duration of the H-1B visa. We pool and stack
time periods. For profits, we use the size category with ≤200 employees; our regressions did not converge for larger thresholds.
NAICS code 54 is professional, scientific, and technical services. For R&E, the sample size is also smaller because the data only
measure the R&E credit for C-corporations. The fraction patenting or with the R&E refer to the mean of a yearly patenting
dummy in Years 0 to 8, or to the mean of a yearly dummy for taking the R&E credit in Years 0 to 3. Here and throughout the
paper dollar amounts (e.g. the R&E credit) are measured in real $2014.
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Table 2. Effect of H-1B Lottery Wins on Employment of Other Workers
Employment in first year (Q1 through Q4):
(1) Median regressions
A) ≤10 employees
B) ≤30 employees
C) All

-1.52
[-2.15, -0.89]***
-1.36
[-2.09, -0.63]***
-2.05
[-3.67, -0.43]**

Employment in first three years (Q1 through Q12):
(1) Median regressions
A) ≤10 employees
B) ≤30 employees
C) All

-1.64
[-2.30, -0.88]***
-1.74
[-2.61, -0.87]***
-2.95
[-5.37, -0.52]***

(2) 2SLS mean regressions
with firm fixed effects
-2.09
[-3.85, -0.33]**
-2.13
[-4.21, -0.05]**
-12.39
[-65.60, 40.82]

(3) 2SLS mean regressions
with differences
-2.10
[-3.88, -0.32]**
-2.26
[-4.25, -0.29]**
-3.41
[-18.76, 11.94]

(2) 2SLS mean regressions
with firm fixed effects
-2.60
[-5.38, 0.19]*
-2.56
[-5.46, 0.34]*
-29.74
[-98.57, 39.09]

(3) 2SLS mean regressions
with differences
-2.75
[-5.42, -0.07]**
-2.98
[-5.66, -0.30]**
-11.00
[-31.68, 9.67]

Notes: The table shows coefficients of a chance H-1B visas, minus the H-1B visa worker the firm won in the lottery,
with 95 percent confidence intervals in brackets. The first column shows median regressions of firm employment on
chance lottery wins, defined as actual wins minus the expectation of wins conditional on number of applications and
the probability each application wins. The next two columns show 2SLS (mean) regressions where the dependent
variable in column 2 is firm employment in the quarter of question winsorized at the 95 th percentile (with firmlottery fixed effects and the observations from the first quarter of Year -1) and in column 3, the difference of firm
employment from the first quarter of Year -1 to the quarter in question, winsorized at the 95th percentile. We pool
and stack observations across quarters. The first panel examines employment from Q1 to Q4 while the second panel
examines employment from Q1 to Q12. All specifications control for employment in this pre-period and expected
lottery wins (equal to number of H-1B applications entering a lottery multiplied by the probability of winning the
lottery). The 5th and 95th percentiles of the first difference in employment are -109 and 352, respectively, in the full
sample; -9 and 30, respectively, among those with 30 or fewer employees; and -6 and 22, respectively, among those
with 10 or fewer. In these regressions, the instrument is chance lottery wins and the endogenous variable is approved
capped H-1B visas. The regressions include controls for employment from the first quarter of Year -1, and the
number of expected lottery wins. See Table 1 for other notes and sample sizes. *** denotes p<0.01; ** p<0.05; *
p<0.10. If the H-1B worker works at the firm, a coefficient of 0 corresponds to neither crowd-out or nor crowd-in of
other employment, and a coefficient of -1 corresponds to one-for-one-crowdout of other employment.
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Table 3. Effect of H-1B Lottery Wins on Other Firm Outcomes
IHS of #
of patents
(1)
A) ≤10 employees
B) ≤30 employees
C) All

0.00026
[-0.0042, 0.0047]
0.0018
[-0.0094, 0.013]
-0.0089
[-0.037, 0.019]

# of patents
(negative
binomial)
(2)
-0.0044
[-0.0108, 0.0021]
-0.0073
[-0.0239, 0.0093]
-0.067
[-0.18, 0.04]

Amount of
RHE credit
(IHS)
(3)
-0.12
[-0.27, 0.041]
-0.065
[-0.15, 0.018]
0.19
[-0.33, 0.72]

Claiming RHE
dummy
(4)

Payroll per
employee
(5)

Profits

-0.011
[-0.025, 0.0041]
-0.0061
[-0.014, 0.0016]
0.016
[-0.018, 0.049]

-4,861
[-9,553, -168]**
-2,725
[-5,977, 527]*
80
[-1,348, 1,509]

6,519
[-6,943, 19,979]
11,469
[201, 22,736]**
2,527
[-32,169, 37,222]

(6)

Notes: The table shows regressions of patents in each year on chance H-1B lottery wins. Specification (1) is an OLS regression with IHS of
patents as the dependent variable. Specification (2) is a negative binomial regression with # of patents as the dependent variable. Controlling for
“prior patents” refers to controlling for the IHS of the total number of patents in Year -1. The coefficients in the IHS specifications should be
interpreted as the approximate percent effect on the number of patents. In specification (3) the dependent variable is the IHS of the amount of
the R&E credit claimed in each year over Years 0 to 3. In specification (4) the dependent variable is a dummy variable for whether the firm
claimed any R&E credit in each year from Years 0 to 3, so that the coefficient reflects the effect on the fraction of years claiming any R&E.
The “Prior R&E” control refers to controlling for the amount (in Columns 1 and 2) or presence (in Columns 3 and 4) of the R&E credit in Year
-1. The IRS data only measure the R&E credit for C-corporations; other firms are excluded from the regressions. We find comparable results at
other size thresholds; no significant interactions with covariates; and no significant differences across groups. The coefficients in the IHS
specifications should be interpreted as the approximate percent effect on the amount of R&E taken. Specification (5) shows a median regression
of payroll costs per employee in Years 0 to 3 on chance H-1B visas and controls, pooling and stacking years. Years 0 to 3 cover the duration of
the H-1B visa. The effect on payroll per employee in Years 0 to 1 is comparable to the estimates shown. Payroll costs per employee in a given
year is measured as total firm payroll costs in that year (in real $2014) divided by the total number of employees in the firm in that year. We use
W-2 data because median regressions using form 941 data generally did not converge. Specification (6) shows median regressions of profits in
Years 0 to 3 on chance H-1B visas and controls, pooling and stacking years. Profits are measured in real $2014. In Row C we investigate firms
with 200 or fewer employees because regressions above this firm size cutoff did not reliably converge; they did not converge, for example, in
the sample of firms of all sizes. Years 0 to 3 cover the duration of the H-1B visa. See Table 1 for additional notes. Standard errors are clustered
by firm. *** refers to significance at the 1% level; ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.
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Table 4. Comparison of Identification Strategies: Estimates of Effect of H-1Bs on Firm Outcomes
Employment of
other workers
(1)

IHS patents

IHS R&E tax credit

Pay per emp.

Profits

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-1.52
[-2.15, -0.89]***

0.00026
[-0.0042, 0.0047]

-0.12
[-0.27, 0.041]

-4,861
[-9,553, -168]**

6,519
[-6,943, 19,979]

Regression Discontinuity

-1.46
[-2.38, -0.54]***

-0.002
[-0.036, 0.031]

-0.43
[-0.89, 0.04]*

-281
[-3117, 2554]

-3585
[-15451, 8280]

2008 Lottery Winners vs.
Proxy Control Group

-0.78
[-0.83, -0.73]***

-0.0005
[-0.00010, -0.00001]**

-0.0047
[-0.0082, -0.0012]**

-42.79
[-158.41, 72.82]

5506
[640, 10373]**

Shift-Share

-1.24
[-1.41, -1.08]***

0.0046
[-0.013, 0.022]

-0.14
[-0.38, 0.09]

-0.033
[-0.082, 0.016]

-1.22
[-2.33, -0.18]**

Fixed Effects

-0.83
[-0.96, -0.70]***

0.00059
[0.00025,.00094]**

0.00062
[-0.0019, 0.0032]

76.90
[-0.12, 153.92]*

8,442
[-6,801, 23,685]

-1.36
[-2.09, -0.63]***

0.0018
[-0.0094, 0.013]

-0.065
[-0.15, 0.018]

-2,725
[-5,977, 527]*

11,469
[201, 22,736]**

Regression Discontinuity

-1.60
[-2.90, -0.29]**

-0.003
[-0.033, 0.026]

-0.32
[-0.76, 0.12]

417
[-1451, 2286]

-1080
[-14029, 11868]

2008 Lottery Winners vs.
Proxy Control Group

0.73
[-0.79, -0.69]***

-0.0015
[-0.0025, -0.0005]***

0.0016
[-0.0090, 0.0122]

-55.38
[-157.94, 47.19]

49008
[-36216, 134233]

Shift-Share

-1.27
[-1.41, -1.13]***

0.0027
[-0.013, 0.018]

-0.10
[-0.24, 0.04]

-0.028
[-0.068, 0.013]

-1.05
[-1.93, -0.17]**

Fixed Effects

-0.87
[-0.98, -0.75]***

0.00077
[0.00041, 0.00024]**

0.00045
[-0.0015, 0.0024]

-5.57
[-58.55, 47.40]

-11,027
[-56,701, 34,647]

-2.05
[-3.67, -0.43]**

-0.0089
[-0.037, 0.019]

0.19
[-0.33, 0.72]

80
[-1,348, 1,509]

2,527
[-32,169, 37,222]

Regression Discontinuity

-29.89
[-82.04, 22.25]

-0.020
[-0.049, 0.009]

0.18
[-0.30, 0.66]

529
[-518, 1575]

10689
[-2023, 23402]*

2008 Lottery Winners vs.
Proxy Control Group

-0.64
[-1.42, 0.14]*

-0.000015
[-0.00058, 0.00055]

0.012
[0.0030, 0.021]**

-0.20
[-5.81, 5.42]

-5958330
[-1.19e+07, 28514]*

-1.29
[-1.41, -1.17]***

-0.022
[-0.040, -0.004]**

-0.34
[-0.59, -0.09]***

-0.018
[-0.053, 0.017]

-0.90
[-1.65, -0.15]**

Panel A: ≤10 employees
Experimental

Panel B: ≤30 employees
Experimental

Panel C: All
Experimental

Shift-Share

First-Differences

-0.97
0.00012
0.00095
-0.86
1,957,148
[-1.30, -0.64]**
[-0.00001, 0.00024]*
[-0.0018, 0.0037]
[-2.6, 0.88]
[-1631617, 5545912]
Notes: The table shows estimates of the effect of new H-1Bs on firm outcomes using various identification strategies. The rows
labeled “Experimental” are taken from Tables 2 and 3. For the experimental identification strategy, specification (1) refers to
column (1) of Table 2 Panel A, while specifications (2)-(5) come from Table 3. The dependent variables for all other strategies
are the same as for the base lottery estimates, except we use unwinsorized means given the sufficient statistical power afforded
by the other approaches. The employment regression coefficients all subtract 1 to represent the effect on employment of other
workers. For the rows labeled “Regression Discontinuity,” the number of new H-1Bs is instrumented by the firm submitted its
visa application before the day the cap was reached and the (quadratic) running variable is the day in which the firm submitted its
visa application(s). The effect of a firm applying before the day the cap is reached on the # of H-1Bs approved for that firm is
0.601 (0.050)*** for the 2006 ADE lottery, 0.976 (0.025)*** for the 2006 regular lottery, and 0.459 (0.057)*** for the 2007
ADE lottery. Similar first stages are observed when examining firms with thirty or fewer or ten or fewer employees. We restrict
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the sample to the 76.4% of all firms (73.32% of applications) that submitted all their applications in any given visa category-year
on one day (in the absence of this restriction, there is no discontinuity at the firm level). All regressions use the optimal
bandwidth of 20 days. All specifications include visa category by year fixed effects, lagged dependent variable, and a constant.
The number of observations varies from 1,881 (Panel A, Column 6) to 58,452 (Panel C, Column 3). The rows labeled “2008
Lottery Winners vs. Proxy Control Group” are estimated via regressions that control for expected wins based on a control group
proxy of LCAs, lagged dependent variable, and a constant. The numbers of observations vary from 4,977 (Column 1, Panel A) to
79,870 (Column 2, Panel C). The rows labeled “Shift-Share” show the results from the shift-share strategy which controls for
firm fixed effects, indicators for year, an interaction of a time trend with the pre-period value of each dependent variable, and a
constant and uses the IHS of the dependent variable for interpretation as a percent change on a percent change. Given the shiftshare setup, the dependent variables are contemporaneous to the number of approved H-1B. F-statistics in the first stages range
from 66 to 143. The numbers of observations vary from 9,826 (Column 4, Panel A) to 77,930 (Column 2, Panel C). The rows
labeled “Firm fixed effects” show OLS regressions of # of new H-1Bs in that firm on firm outcomes. All regressions include year
and firm fixed effects and a constant. The numbers of observations vary from 247,759 (Column 5, Panel A.B) to 2,882,375
(Column 2, Panel C.E). Standard errors are clustered at the firm level in all regressions. *** denotes p<0.01; ** p<0.05; *
p<0.10.
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Table 5. Effect of H-1Bs on Patents in Large or Innovative Firms
FY 2006/2007 lotteries
FY 2006/2007 RD
(1)
(2)
Panel A: Firms with at least one patent in the pre-period

FY 2008 quasi-lottery
(3)

Shift-share
(4)

OLS firm fixed effects
(5)

-0.057
-0.17
[-0.30, 0.19]
[-0.46, 0.12]
Panel B: Large firms (i.e., pre-employment > 30)

-0.00064
[-0.0013, 1.49e-06]*

-0.034
[-0.11, 0.04]

0.000070
[-0.000063, 0.000203]

-0.023
-0.030
-0.00038
-0.15
0.000088
[-0.073, 0.027]
[-0.074, 0.013]
[-0.00094, 0.00019]
[-0.41, 0.10]
[-0.000021, 0.000196]
Notes: The table shows the results of five identification strategies applied to firms that are either innovative (Panel A, with at
least one patent in the pre-period) or large (Panel B, with pre-employment > 30). The specification in each column corresponds
with the baseline specification in each case; see Table 4 for more details. The numbers of observations vary from 1,557 (Column
1, Panel A) to 636,605 (Column 5, Panel B). The standard errors are clustered at the firm level.
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Figure 1. Effect of H-1B Visas on Firm Outcomes, by Employer Size
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Notes: Panel A of this figure shows the coefficient and 95 percent confidence interval on a chance lottery win,
minus the chance H-1B visa worker the firm won in the lottery, from median regressions, pooling together Quarters
1-4 of the first fiscal year that an employee can work at the firm in the regression, among employers of the indicated
size or smaller in Year -1 (where the maximum employer size in each case is shown on the x-axis). The horizontal
line at 0 on the y-axis corresponds to the case where hiring an extra H-1B visa worker leaves other employment
unchanged. The horizontal line at -1 on the y-axis corresponds to the case where hiring an extra H-1B visa worker
crowds out other workers one-for-one. Panel B of the figure shows the coefficient and 95 percent confidence
interval on chance H-1B visas when the dependent variable is the IHS of patents in each year over Years 0 to 8,
among employers of the indicated sizes or smaller in Year -1 (where the maximum employer size in each case is
shown on the x-axis). After multiplying by 100, the coefficient should be interpreted as the approximate percentage
increase in firm patenting due to a chance H-1B visa lottery win. We show the coefficient for employers of each
size ranging from 0-10 to 0-500, with the upper bound of the size range in increments of 10. Note that the samples
overlap across different regressions; for example, firms with 10 or fewer employees are included in the samples in
all 50 regressions shown. We use the baseline employment specification, in which we control for the lagged
dependent variable and expected lottery wins.

Figure 2. Effect of Chance H-1B Visa on Employment of Other Workers, by Years since H-1B
Lottery and by Employer Size
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Notes: This figure shows the effect of a chance H-1B on firm employment from median regressions, by the years since the
H-1B lottery, minus in years 0 through 2 the chance H-1B worker the firm won in the lottery. Because the employment
data is quarterly, year 0 includes all quarters in the first year of the visa, year 2 reflects the third year of the visa, and all
coefficients are estimated relative to base year -1. Firm employment in years 0-2 represents average quarterly employment
each year. Each point estimate (blue) is a coefficient on chance H-1Bs from the baseline specification in Table 2, with the
dependent variable varying from year -3 to year 2. The blue lines represent the point estimates, and the gray lines represent
95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3. Effect of Chance H-1B Visa on Patents, by Years Since H-1B Lottery and by Employer
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Notes: This figure shows the effect of a chance H-1B on the inverse hyperbolic sine of firm patenting, by the years since
the H-1B lottery. Because the patent dats is by calendar year and the visa is on a fiscal year basis, year 0 includes only one
treated quaeter. All coefficients are estimated relative to base year -1. Each point estimate (blue) is a coefficient on chance
H-1Bs from the baseline specification in Table 3, with the dependent variable varying from year -4 to year 3. The blue
lines represent the point estimates, and the gray lines represent 95% confidence intervals.

Appendices (for online publication)
Road Map of Appendixes:
In Appendix 1, we describe the matching between our various datasets. In Appendix 2,
we report robustness checks and heterogeneity of our main lottery estimates across subsamples
of firms. In Appendix 3, we discuss the limited data we have on the immigration status of
workers within a firm.
Appendix 1. Description of matching procedures
(a) Matching between USCIS lottery data and patents
As noted in the main text, we performed an intentionally liberal automatic matching
procedure between the USCIS and patenting datasets to obtain all plausible matches between
companies and patents. We then searched through the matches by hand to detect and remove all
matches that appeared spurious.
The automatic matching procedure proceeded as follows. First, we assigned clearly
related firm names to single categories (i.e., “Sony”, “Sony Co.”, “Sony Corporation”, etc.).
Then we searched for complete string matches between the name categories in the patenting
data, using the full period from 1975 to 2013, and the name categories in the USCIS H-1B visa
lottery data, and we classified these as matches between the datasets. After all such matches were
made, we then searched for complete string matches between these two sets of name categories
with all spaces in the names removed and also classified these as matches. Finally, we performed
a “fuzzy” match between USPTO and USCIS firm names. The fuzzy matching procedure
calculated a “distance” between words in each list by determining how many characters in the
words need to be edited to transform a word from one list into a word in the other. This is
necessary to identify all matches because, for example, firm names are occasionally misspelled.
Pairs of words in firm name categories were classified as non-matching if the number of
characters that differed between the words was more than one for words with six or fewer
characters, or when the number of characters that differed between the words was more than two
for words with seven or more characters (using the word as spelled in the USCIS data to
determine the number of characters in the word). Otherwise, this pair of words was classified as
a possible match. If at least 75 percent of the pairs of words in the firm name were possible
matches, then the entire firm name was classified as a possible match.
We intentionally designed this “liberal” procedure so that it is liable to classify many
non-matches as matches (but not the reverse); thus, if a firm did not match at all between the two
datasets according to the fuzzy match, we can be rather certain that it was not granted any US
patents between 1975 and 2013. The goal of this automatic matching procedure was to generate a
list of all potential matches, which we could then winnow by hand in the next step.
Once this automatic matching procedure was complete, all of the resulting matches were
checked by hand to determine whether they appeared to be a possible match. Of the 668
companies in the USCIS lottery list that obtained at least one automatic match in the patenting
data, we identified 208 cases in which all of that company’s matches were clearly incorrect
through by-hand inspection. We further identified 392 cases in which all of that company’s
matches were clearly correct (legitimate variations on the correct company name) through byhand inspection. Finally, we identified 63 cases in which the matches were ambiguous; in our
judgment the match is possibly correct, but we cannot be fully confident that it is correct. We

assume that both unmatched companies and those that received clearly incorrect matches did not
patent at all between 1975 and 2013. (A firm would not match between the datasets if it did not
patent during this time period; thus, under any of our ways of determining which companies
were non-matches, we code the non-matching firms as having zero patents.)
In the results that we report in the main tables, we exclude the 63 possible matches from
the list of matched companies. In Appendix Table 17, we show that we find comparable results
when assuming that the possible matches were in fact matches. The results are also robust to
alternative assumptions and similar alternative matching procedures.
(b) Matching between IRS data and USCIS annual new H-1B counts by firm
We match IRS data at the firm-year level with USCIS data on annual new H-1B counts
by firm. This USCIS data does not have EINs, so we match it to IRS data using a fuzzy match on
firm names. We cannot apply the same technique as the match between USCIS lottery data and
U.S. patenting data described above, because that technique was predicated on one of the two
datasets being quite small (the USCIS data). Since the USCIS complete count of H-1Bs by firm
contains approximately 30,000 separate firm names for each fiscal year, we must apply an
alternative fuzzy matching technique that does not involve any by-hand work.
We first put the firm names in the USCIS data into a filter in which each name undergoes
the following changes: all letters are changed to upper case; all commas and trailing spaces are
removed; common trailing letters are removed (e.g. LP); some common words are removed (e.g.
corporation); and other common words are standardized (e.g. “technology” standardized to
“tech” and “institute” standardized to “inst”). We then perform an exact match to a similarly
filtered firm name in the IRS data. In the resulting match, just under 15% of H-1Bs do not match
to any firm name in contemporaneous IRS data. We use the same procedure when matching
LCA applications to the IRS data.
(c) Matching between IRS data and patent data
We construct a match between the universe of firms in the IRS data and the universe of
U.S. patenting data. We start with a match between individual people in the IRS data and
individual patents from (Bell et al., 2019). The authors linked data from individuals in the tax
data (both those who filed for taxes and those who did not) with U.S. patents by inventor’s name,
city, and state. The authors report that “88% of individuals who applied for or were granted a
patent were successfully linked, with higher match rates in more recent years since information
returns are unavailable prior to 1999.”
We received permission from the authors to make use of this person-patent match, and
we then used tax data to determine whether each inventor was an employee of a firm in the
patent application year, and, if so, for which firm each inventor was working. In particular, we
identified each person’s employer through their Form W-2. This allows us to determine patent
counts by firm and year.
Appendix 2. Lottery-based Ancillary Results
First stage considerations
We find that chance H-1B wins in earlier lotteries have no significant effect on future H1B applications. In both the cases of FY2006 and FY2007 visas, the Regular visa lottery
chronologically occurred on a date before the ADE cap was reached. When we pool FY2006 and

FY2007 and regress total ADE H-1B visa approvals in a given year on chance lottery wins in the
Regular lottery in that year, the coefficient on chance lottery wins is -0.20, with a standard error
of 0.18 (p=0.26). Additionally, chance lottery wins in 2006 have no effect on approved 2007
visas; for example, when regress total FY2007 Regular and ADE approvals (summed) on chance
lottery wins in the FY2006 Regular and ADE lotteries combined, the coefficient on chance
lottery wins is -0.05, with a standard error of 1.45 (p=0.97).
As noted, it is possible that new H-1Bs crowd out other H-1Bs who would have worked
at the firm (e.g. H-1Bs not subject to the cap), or other visa types such as L-1s or those
participating in OPT. We find an insignificant impact (coefficient -0.03, p=0.25) of chance H1Bs on the number of approved H-1B visas for applications received after the cap was reached.
Such applications include those not subject to the cap, e.g. those for citizens of the five countries
not subject to the cap. As L-1s are only available to multinationals, it is relevant that our results
are similar when we remove multinationals from the sample. OPT applies to workers already in
the U.S.; the majority of H-1B applications were for workers previously locating outside the U.S.
(USCIS 2006, 2007), though a substantial minority were for those previously in the U.S.1 The
ITT results again are policy-relevant effects of interest, regardless of whether these H-1Bs crowd
out other visas.
Ancillary employment results
We perform a number of variations on our basic specifications. Appendix Table 8 shows
that in each individual quarter from Q1 to Q4, we typically rule out a coefficient of 0,
particularly in smaller firms. Appendix Table 9 shows that chance lottery wins have a precise
zero effect on a dummy for being above the 95th, 99th, and other percentiles of employment—
demonstrating no effect on being a “star” employer. Appendix Tables 10 and 11 show the
robustness of our results to varying controls and treatment of missing data. We also find similar
results when we control for fixed effects for each of the four lotteries or a firm’s number of
applications in a given lottery interacted with lottery fixed effects, i.e. conditioning on the risk
set to which each firm is exposed, or reweighting our sample to match the full population of
firms that applied for H-1Bs in FY 2006 and 2007 (results not shown). Finally, we found no
evidence that winning a chance H-1B affects whether the firm stays in business (not shown).
In Appendix Table 12, we examine whether there is heterogeneity in the effect on
employment across type of lottery or type of industry, using our baseline employment
specification in Q1 to Q4 with median regressions. There are no significant differences across
the different samples. We find no evidence of significantly different effects across the Regular
vs. ADE lotteries; professional, scientific, and technical services firms vs. firms in other
industries; or firms like Infosys or Wipro in industries that often offer outsourcing for temporary
support services (often specifically for temporary technical support services) vs. other firms;
firms that made H-1B applications only on the day of the lottery vs. firms that made H-1B
applications both on the day of the lottery and on earlier days (relevant to whether the last day
shows unique effects); and firms in which the average age of the H-1B for which they are
applying is under 27 vs. at least 27 at the time the visa begins. Focusing however on point
1

Young H-1Bs could be more substitutable with OPT workers (who are typically students and therefore young) than
older H-1Bs, for example if firms denied an H-1B often hire the same worker through an OPT visa. Interestingly,
Appendix Table 12 shows more evidence of employment crowdout among H-1Bs over the age of 27 when they
begin the H-1B than those under 27. This is not what we might predict if crowdout consisted largely of OPTs
substituting for H-1Bs. However, these results do not rule out that such substitution can occur

estimates, they are more negative for the Regular lotteries than for the ADE lotteries, and they
are more negative for scientific services (i.e. NAICS code 54) than for other industries. The point
estimates are also more negative in likely “temporary support services” employers relative to
other six-digit industries.
In Appendix Table 13, we explore the effects on a proxy for foreign born vs. native
employment, as well as U.S. citizen vs. non-citizen employment; we discuss these results in
more detail in Appendix 3 below. In Appendix Table 14, we explore the effects on contract
workers, showing that winning the lottery likely decreased the employment of contract workers.
Ancillary patenting results
We perform a number of variations on our basic patenting specifications. We find that the
effects are comparable when examining patents during just the duration of the visa or a later
period (Appendix Table 15); on patenting within subgroups (Appendix Table 16); when we
assume that possible matches between the USCIS and patenting data did match, instead of the
baseline assumption that they did not (Appendix Table 17); and when controlling for risk sets for
each of the four lotteries, using the log of 1+patents instead of the IHS, and when reweighting
our sample to match the full population of H-1B firms (results not shown).
Appendix Table 18 weights each patent by its number of citations, i.e. the dependent
variable is patent citations. The results rule out more than a small percentage increase in
citations, suggesting that the quality of patenting does not increase. Appendix Table 19 shows
that the effect on a dummy for whether the firm patented is at most small.
Appendix 3. Estimating effects on employment of foreigners and non-foreigners
Measures of foreigners and non-foreigners
In an exploratory analysis, we investigate how additional new H-1Bs affect employment
of other foreigners, and separately affect employment of non-foreigners by using two different
approaches that each face their own limitations.
First, citizenship status is available through IRS data, but these data only have
information on the individual’s citizenship status most recently reported to SSA, as opposed to
always being measured in the year in question in our regressions (e.g. Year 0 or Year 1). While
we use this classification, that data on past citizenship status is not directly available is a relevant
limitation because a substantial fraction of H-1Bs go on to become permanent residents and in
many cases citizens (Lowell 2000). We use W-2 data for this analysis (rather than form 941
data) because the individual-level W-2 data can be linked to information on citizenship, whereas
the form 941 data has no individual employee information available. Using this measure, we find
that foreigners constitute a majority (56.30 percent) of workers in our sample of firms.
Given the limitation of the first measure, it is desirable to use a second, unrelated method
to probabilistically determine whether individuals are natives or non-natives. Using an algorithm
developed in conjunction with Yagan (2014), we identify individuals as natives or non-natives
on the basis of individuals’ Social Security Numbers (SSNs) in the data. Prior to 2011, SSNs
were assigned in a way that makes it possible to determine with some, but ultimately unknown,
degree of confidence whether a given individual is an immigrant to the U.S. or a native. SSNs
consisted of: 1) a three-digit “Area Number” representing the area where an individual applied
for the SSN; 2) a two-digit “Group Number” that is assigned in a specified sequence within each
area number; and 3) a four-digit “Serial Number” that is assigned sequentially within each Group

Number.2 Thus, within a given geographic area associated with the Area Number, it is possible
to determine on the basis of the Group Number and the Serial Number whether the individual
applied for the SSN at an earlier or a later date. A majority of H-1Bs arrive when they are aged
in their late 20s and early 30s. If they eventually apply for an SSN, they will do so well later in
life than natives whose applications are typically submitted very early in their lives. Individuals
whose SSNs indicate that they applied for the SSN late in life have a substantial probability of
being foreign-born, but those whose SSNs indicate that they applied early in life have a much
smaller probability of being foreign-born. We follow Yagan (2014) in probabilistically
classifying individuals as immigrants when their SSNs indicate that they were in the oldest 10
percent of a given set of SSNs applicants within an Area Number.3
Estimated effect on employment of foreigners and non-foreigners
We estimate the effect on employment of foreigners vs. natives in Appendix Table 13. To
make the time period investigated with these yearly W-2 data as comparable as possible to the
quarterly data shown elsewhere (where we investigate Q1 through Q4 of the first fiscal year,
corresponding to observations from both calendar years straddled by Q1 through Q4), we pool
Year 0 with Year 1.4 For these exercises, we do not subtract 1 to reflect the H-1B worker.
In Rows A and B, we measure citizenship using the most recent measure of citizenship in the
IRS data. When the dependent variable is the number of non-citizens employed at the firm, in all
cases we are able to rule out a coefficient of one or higher—suggesting that new H-1Bs do at
least partially crowd out other non-citizens. We are unable to rule out that there is no effect of
chance lottery wins on the median number of citizens, but we are always able to rule out that the
median number of citizens decreases by one. Thus, we find evidence for crowdout of noncitizens, do not find evidence for crowdout of U.S. citizens, and are able to rule out one-for-one
crowdout of citizens (though our results are at the same time consistent with substantial
crowdout of citizens). For the reasons described earlier, this measure will overstate (understate)
crowdout of noncitizens (citizens). The results could mean that new H-1Bs do not crowd out
citizens, but could also mean that H-1Bs sometimes go on to become citizens later. Likewise, the
results could indicate that new H-1Bs crowd out other non-citizens, or they could mean that new
H-1Bs sometimes become citizens later.
Using our second approach, we show in rows C and D results where we probabilistically
identify natives and non-natives using their SSNs. Just as when we use the baseline employment
specification, we find evidence for crowdout of non-natives (i.e. can rule out a coefficient of 1),
do not find definitive evidence for crowdout of natives (i.e. the coefficient is insignificantly
different from zero in this case), and are able to rule out one-for-one crowdout of natives (i.e. can
rule out a coefficient of -1)—though the results are also consistent with substantial crowdout of
natives. This concordance of results between two very different methods (in Rows A and B vs. C
and D) increases our confidence that new H-1Bs at least partially crowd out other foreigners.
However, note that whether an individual is a native is not the same as whether s/he is a citizen,
so the results are not directly comparable across the two measures.
2

See http://www.ssa.gov/history/ssn/geocard.html.
Even if both were perfectly measured, citizenship at the time of the lotteries could be different than whether an
individual is a native—in cases in which a non-native became a citizen prior to the time of the lotteries. Thus, there
is no presumption that regressions.
4
Of course, in interpreting the median regressions, we must recognize that the effects across separate regressions for
foreigners and non-foreigners do not “add” to the median effect on overall employment.
3

Appendix Figure 1. Number of Accepted H-1Bs by Date of H-1B Application
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Notes: The figure shows the # of H-1Bs a firm receives by the day on which that firm submitted the
application(s). The days are counted backward from the day the cap was reached for each category (so -40
means the firm(s) submitted their H-1B application(s) 40 days before the day the visa cap was reached for
that category). We restrict the sample to firms that submitted all of their applications for any given visa
category on one day (this represents 76.4% of all firms, 73.32% of applications).

Appendix Figure 2. Regression Discontinuity Estimates of Effects of Chance H-1B on Employment and Patenting, by Bandwidth
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Notes: This figure shows how regression discontinuity estimates of median employment of other workers and mean IHS patenting vary with
bandwidth. The blue lines represent the coefficient estimates, and the gray lines represent the 95% confidence intervals.

Appendix Figure 3. Effect of one H-1B on Firm Employment of Other Workers, by Firm Size, Ancillary
Strategies
(A) OLS Firm Fixed Effects

(B) Regression Discontinuity
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Notes: The figure shows the coefficient and 95% confidence interval from the employment regressions reported in
Table 4 or Figure Appendix Figure 2. We show the coefficient for employers of each size range from 0-10 to 0-500,
with the upper bound of the size ranging in increments of 10. Note that the samples overlap across different
regressions; for example, firms with 10 or fewer employees are included in the samples in all 50 regressions shown.
The dependent variable in each case is number of employees in the firm in a given year. In the case of the OLS firm
fixed effects regressions, the regressio0n discontinuity, 2008 quasi-lottery, the independent variable is number of
new H-1Bs in the firm in that year. In the shift-share, the independent variable is the number of new H-1Bs scaled
by lagged employment in the firm.

Appendix Figure 4. Effect of one H-1B on Firm Patents, by Firm Size, Ancillary Strategies
(A) OLS Multivariate

(B) Regression Discontinuity
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Notes: The figure shows the coefficient and 95% confidence interval from the patenting regressions reported in
Table 4. We show the coefficient for employers of each size range from 0-10 to 0-500, with the upper bound of the
size ranging in increments of 10. Note that the samples overlap across different regressions; for example, firms with
10 or fewer employees are included in the samples in all 50 regressions shown. The dependent variable in each case
is IHS of patents in the firm over six years. In the case of the OLS multivariate regression, the regression
discontinuity, 2008 quasi-lottery, the independent variable is number of new H-1Bs in the firm in that year. In the
shift-share, the independent variable is the number of new H-1Bs scaled by lagged employment in the firm.

Appendix Table 1. Mean difference between the mean annual salaries for each job title in a state and
the actual annual salaries paid to H1-Bs in that state:

Computer support specialists
Mathematical technicians
Network and computer systems administrators
Database administrators
Computer specialists, all other
Statisticians
Network systems and data communications analysts
Computer and mathematical occupations
Computer programmers
Operations research analysts
Computer systems analysts
Computer software engineers, applications
Computer software engineers, systems software
Actuaries
Mathematicians
Computer and information scientists, research

-$7,579.43
$11,901.26
$13,271.47
$15,237.22
$15,438.71
$15,776.49
$16,787.21
$18,211.92
$18,455.78
$20,156.83
$21,189.35
$28,614.63
$34,617.26
$35,698.44
$38,378.18
$43,798.35

Notes: We use data from the Department of Labor’s 2006 Occupational Employment Statistics by State,
containing mean annual earnings for the above sub-occupations within the “Computer and mathematical
occupations” category. For each individual H-1B applicant, their I-129 application reports the state they will be
working in and their proposed salary. For each Regular H1-B visa worker in “systems analysis and programming”
in each state in 2006, we calculate the mean annual salaries in each state, and subtract them from the mean annual
earnings in each of the job categories above in that state. In each of these job categories, we then take the mean of
these differences across states and report them above. Thus, H-1Bs are typically paid $11,901 less than
Mathematical Technicians in the same state and year. The results show that the wages are so much lower for H1Bs than for the time-and-place-adjusted wages for creative professions that it is very unlikely that the typical H1B visa workers are working in creative professions, at least if the prevailing wage restriction is being met to some
degree.

Appendix Table 2. Worker Characteristics: Means and Standard Deviations, and Validity of
Randomization

Age (all)
Age (≤30)
Age (≤10)
Log intended salary (all)
Log intended salary (≤30)
Log intended salary (≤10)
Fraction in computer-related occupations (all)
Fraction in computer-related occupations (≤30)
Fraction in computer-related occupations (≤10)
Fraction with higher degree (all)
Fraction with higher degree (≤30)
Fraction with higher degree (≤10)

Mean (SD)

n

(1)
30.31 (6.44)
30.20 (6.29)

(2)
2,966
1,233

Coefficient (SE) on
Chance Wins
(3)
-0.14 (0.24)
0.37 (0.48)

30.19 (6.12)
10.43 (2.14)
10.24 (2.38)

727
2,966
1,233

-0.51 (0.57)
0.12 (0.086)
0.04 (0.22)

10.25 (2.33)
0.53 (0.49)
0.56 (0.49)

727
2,966
1,233

0.27 (0.30)
-0.030 (0.026)
-0.03 (0.046)

0.58 (0.49)
0.25 (0.39)
0.26 (0.39)
0.25 (0.39)

727
2,966
1,233
727

0.01 (0.06)
0.0026 (0.018)
0.04 (0.03)
-0.002 (0.039)

Notes: Column 1 of the table shows means and standard deviations of worker characteristics from I-129s of
firms applying on the day of the lottery. We report means and standard deviations of means at the firm level; n’s
in Column 2 refer to number of firms, not number of applications. Column 3 shows that these predetermined
worker characteristics are uncorrelated with chance lottery wins, by regressing the worker characteristics on
chance lottery wins. See Tables 1 and 3 for further information.

Appendix Table 3. Comparison of Applications on Day of Lottery to Other Applications
Dependent Variable

Coefficient (SE) on
“Last Day” Dummy
(1)

n
(2)

Panel A: Comparison of firm characteristics
A) IHS of employment in Year -1
B) Fraction in NAICS=54
C) IHS of patents in Year -1
D) Fraction patenting in Year -1

0.10
(0.052)**
0.17
(0.0097)***
0.054
(0.018)***
0.011
(0.0054)**

41,849
46,706
51,483
51,483

Panel B: Comparison of worker characteristics
E) Fraction with superior degree
F) Log intended salary
G) Fraction in “systems analysis and programming”
H) Age

0.040
(0.0069)***
0.043
(0.0069)***
0.22
(0.0090)***
-0.71
(0.12)***

51,483
50,272
51,483
51,466

Notes: Panel A compares characteristics of firms that applied on the day the cap was reached (so they are subject
to the lottery) to all firms whose applications reached USCIS (including others that applied before the cap was
reached). We report the coefficient and standard error on the dummy for applying on the last day, from an OLS
regression of the dependent variable (shown in the first column) on a dummy for applying on the last day, plus
dummies for each of the four lotteries (FY06 Regular, FY06 ADE, FY07 Regular, FY07 ADE). Observations on
firms that applied on both the last day and prior to the last day are included in both the sample of firms applying
on the last day and the sample applying prior to the last day; thus, the table effectively compares firms that
applied only on the last day to firms that applied only on one or more days before the last day. Panel B compares
worker characteristics from firm applications on the last day to those from firm applications on other days, using
firm-reported information on worker characteristics from I-129s, and reporting the same specification as Panel A.
“Superior degree” is defined as a master’s, professional, or Ph.D. degree for the Regular lottery, and is defined as
a Ph.D. for the ADE lottery (and the results are similar with alternative definitions). These degrees refer to the
highest degree completed in any country (not just the U.S.). Age is measured in years. NAICS code 54 is
professional, scientific, and technical services. Sample sizes differ across regressions because some outcomes are
missing in some cases (for example, Year -1 employment is missing in some cases because the firm did not exist
in Year -1). The sample size is far below the number of total visa applications received across these lotteries
primarily because a small number of firms apply for many visas, with a very skewed distribution. Standard errors
are clustered by firm. n’s refer to the number of firm-lottery years; the number of firms is around 75 percent as
large. *** refers to significance at the 1% level; ** at the 5% level; and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 4. Comparison of Worker Characteristics from Applications from Day of
Lottery to Worker Characteristics on Applications from Previous Days, Among Firms
Applying both on Last Day of Lottery and Previous Days
Dependent Variable

A) Fraction with superior degree
B) Log intended salary
C) Fraction in “systems analysis and programming”
D) Age

Coefficient (SE) on
“Last Day” Dummy
(1)
-0.0089
(0.013)
-0.0041
(0.0091)
-0.0082
(0.0089)
0.33
(0.17)**

n
(2)
3,856
3,806
3,855
3,854

Notes: See notes to Appendix Table 3. Appendix Table 4 is identical to Appendix Table 3, except that
in Appendix Table 4, we examine only firms applying both on day of lottery and on previous days, and
we compare worker characteristics between these samples within firms by adding firm fixed effects to
the regression. The table shows that in this sample, workers whose applications were submitted on the
last day are generally similar to other workers, except that those on the last day are around 1/3 of a
year older on average.

Appendix Table 5. Relationship between date of H1b application submission and growth rate of
firm
Employment(t-1) / Employment(t-2)
(1)
Panel A: Firms with ≤ 10 employees in the pre-period
Date of submission – date quota was
-0.00043
reached
[-0.0089, 0.0081]
N
14,857
Panel B: Firms with ≤ 30 employees in the pre-period
Date of submission
0.0010
– date quota was reached
[-0.0034, 0.0055]
N
28,263
Panel C: All firms
Date of submission
– date quota was reached
N

0.0018
[0.0004, 0.0033]***
73,442

Employment(t) / Employment(t-1)
(2)
0.0012
[0.0002, 0.0021]***
10,854

0.0016
[0.0009, 0.0023]***
23,404

-0.0025
[-0.011, 0.006]
67,961

Notes: The dependent variable in specification (1) is the employment growth rate of the firm measured as time -2
relative to time -1. The dependent variable in specification (2) is the employment growth rate of the firm measured as
time 0 relative to time -1. All regressions control for visa category fixed effects and a constant. Standard errors are
clustered at the firm level. *** refers to significance at the 1% level; ** at the 5% level; and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 6. Validity of the Randomized Design
Dependent Variable
Lottery data has firm information
Whether match to tax master file
Whether match to quarterly employment data
Employment in Year -2 (all, median)
Employment in Year -2 (≤30, median)
Employment in Year -2 (≤10, median)
Employment in Year -2 (all, winsorized first-difference)
Employment in Year -2 (≤30, winsorized first-difference)
Employment in Year -2 (≤10, winsorized first-difference)
Number of patents in Year -2 (all)
Number of patents in Year -2 (≤30)
Number of patents in Year -2 (≤10)
IHS of patents in Year -2 (all)
IHS of patents in Year -2 (≤30)
IHS of patents in Year -2 (≤10)
IHS of R&E in Year -2 (all)
IHS of R&E in Year -2 (≤30)
IHS of R&E in Year -2 (≤10)
Payroll per employee in Year -2 (all, median)

Coefficient (SE) on Chance Lottery Wins
0.0028 (0.0032)
0.0080 (0.0079)
-0.0031 (0.0096)
0.50 (1.30)
-0.55 (0.81)
-0.31 (0.69)
0.082 (9.71)
0.56 (0.89)
-0.091 (0.57)
0.011 (0.093)
-0.004 (0.011)
-0.003 (0.003)
0.0019 (0.019)
-0.013 (0.019)
-0.0028 (0.0044)
-0.30 (0.28)
-0.0037 (0.015)
-0.0040 (0.0034)

Payroll per employee in Year -2 (≤30, median)

91.01 (594.95)
1,591.82 (1,519.61)

Payroll per employee in Year -2 (≤10, median)

1,645.07 (3,141.91)

Profits in Year -2 (≤200, median)

-6,268.96 (4,528.82)

Profits in Year -2 (≤30, median)

-8,027.92 (5,498.00)

Profits in Year -2 (≤10, median)
Dummy for NAICS=54 (all)

-20,306.35 (19,756.56)

Dummy for NAICS=54 (≤30)
Dummy for NAICS=54 (≤10)
F-Test on mean outcomes
F-Test on median outcomes

0.007 (0.03)
-0.033 (0.043)
0.010 (0.058)
P=0.64
P=0.38

Notes: The table regresses placebo outcomes on chance H-1B lottery wins. We run OLS regressions for outcomes
when main regressions in later tables are OLS (i.e. for patenting, R&E, winsorized employment, the NAICS=54
dummy, and the match dummies in the first three rows), and median regressions when our main regressions are
median (i.e. for employment, earnings per employee, and profits). In the first three rows, the dependent variables
are dummies for: whether the USCIS data contain the firm’s EIN; whether a firm’s EIN in the USCIS data
matches an EIN in the IRS universe of U.S. EINs; and whether a firm’s EIN in the USCIS data matches an EIN in
the IRS form 941 data. Dummies for whether R&E, profits, or payroll match are also insignificant. We
investigate the effects on Year -2 outcomes because we can then control for the dependent variable measured in
Year -1, which is the same control as in our regressions in later tables. Moreover, we can then determine the firm
size cutoffs by measuring employment in Year -1, yielding the same firms in each size category as in later
regressions. “Winsorized first-difference” means that the dependent variable is the first-difference of employment
between Year -2 and Year -1, winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentiles. Standard errors clustered by firm. Table 2
shows sample sizes. *** means p<1%; ** p<5%; and * p<10%.

Appendix Table 7. First Stage Regressions
Sample

A) All
B) ≤30
C) ≤10

Employment First Stage
Coefficient (SE) on
First-stage FChance Lottery
statistic
Wins
(1)
(2)
0.88
935.14
(0.029)***
0.89
495.51
(0.040)***
0.88
281.57
(0.052)***

Patenting First Stage
Coefficient (SE) on
First-stage FChance Lottery
statistic
Wins
(3)
(4)
0.87
1053.65
(0.027)***
0.88
435.14
(0.042)***
0.86
214.04
(0.059)***

Notes: The table shows the first stage regression of the number of approved H-1Bs on the number of chance
lottery wins. The first stage is slightly different for employment than for patenting because the sample sizes
differ; for employment there are a small number of missing observations in the data (as noted in the main text).
See Table 1 for other notes and sample sizes. *** denotes p<0.01; ** denotes p<0.05; * denotes p<0.10.

Appendix Table 8. Other Worker Employment Regressions by Quarter in Q1 to Q4
Median Regressions

Two-stage least squares
(mean regressions)
(3)
(4)

(1)

(2)

-1.00
[-2.28, 0.28]
-1.00
[-1.68, -0.32]***
-1.78
[-1.78, -0.77]***
-1.76
[-3.05, -0.49]***

-1.03
[-2.64, 0.58]
-1.41
[-2.17, -0.64]***
-1.53
[-2.42, -0.64]***
-1.61
[-2.79, -1.57]***

-0.93
[-2.24, 0.39]
-1.80
[-3.34, -0.25]**
-1.66
[-3.40, 0.08]*
-1.90
[-4.12, 0.31]*

-1.15
[-3.15, 0.86]
-2.46
[-4.29, -0.64]***
-2.33
[-4.47, -0.20]**
-2.72
[-5.52, 0.08]*

-1.35
[-2.41, -0.28]***
-1.22
[-2.08, -0.35]***
-1.95
[-3.17, -0.73]***
-1.53
[-2.82, -0.24]***

-1.32
[-2.38, -0.27]**
-1.17
[-2.11, -0.22]**
-1.76
[-2.83, -0.69]***
-1.53
[-2.85, -0.21]**

-2.05
[-4.17, 0.06]*
-1.73
[-3.57, 0.10]*
-2.00
[-4.23, 0.23]*
-1.92
[-4.51, 0.67]

-2.31
[-4.47, -0.15]**
-1.95
[-3.90, 0.00]*
-2.33
[-4.62, -0.04]**
-2.25
[-4.99, 0.49]

-2.41
[-4.40, -0.42]***
-2.35
[-4.72, 0.02]*
-1.06
[-4.15, 2.03]
0.36
[-5.80, 1.07]
X

-2.67
[-3.89, -0.46]**
-2.00
[-4.11, 0.12]*
-0.75
[-3.33, 1.83]
-1.31
[-4.64, 2.01]
X
X

-63.10
[-769.40, 643.19]
-18.32
[-181.09, 146.44]
3.76
[-73.71, 81.24]
-14.70
[-192.01, 162.60]
X

-10.40
[-23.73, 2.92]
-3.75
[-19.09, 13.58]
3.43
[-16.97, 23.83]
-0.96
[-22.57, 20.64]
X
X

Panel A: ≤10 employees
A) Q1
B) Q2
C) Q3
D) Q4
Panel B: ≤30 employees
E) Q1
F) Q2
G) Q3
H) Q4
Panel C: All
I) Q1
J) Q2
K) Q3
L) Q4
Prior employment
E[wins]

Notes: See other notes to Table 2. See Table 1 for sample sizes. *** refers to significance at the 1% level; ** at
the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 9: Effect of chance H1-B on increases in employment above a given threshold
≥ 100
≥ 1,000
(1)
(2)
Panel A: Firms with ≤ 10 employees in the pre-period
Chance wins
-0.00076
-0.00020
[-0.0020, 0.00044]
[-0.00060, 0.00021]
Panel B: Firms with ≤ 30 employees in the pre-period
Chance wins
-0.0015
-0.000032
[-0.018, 0.015]
[-0.00037, 0.00029]
Panel C: All firms
Chance wins
-0.011
[-0.053, 0.031]

-0.0025
[-0.022, 0.017]

≥ 10,000
(3)

Employment increase of
≥ 95th ptile
(4)

≥ 99th ptile
(5)

≥ 99.5th pt.
(6)

≥ 99.9th pt.
(7)

n/a

-0.027
[-0.068, 0.014]

-0.0058
[-0.0108, 0.0066]

0.0003
[-0.0047, 0.0054]

-0.00077
[-0.00199, 0.00045]

0.000096
[-0.000099, 0.00029]

-0.016
[-0.058, 0.024]

-0.0042
[-0.031, 0.023]

0.0008
[-0.024, 0.026]

-0.0049
[-0.0144, 0.0046]

-0.0012
[-0.0049, 0.0024]

-0.0033
[-0.0351, 0.0285]

0.0042
[-0.0087, 0.0170]

-0.0010
[-0.0107, 0.0086]

-0.0015
[-0.0038, 0.00077]

Notes: The table shows the results of OLS regressions in which the dependent variable is a dummy for measures of whether the firm’s change in employment was above a
given number or percentile, and the independent variables are chance lottery wins, expected wins, and prior employment (as in the baseline 2SLS specification in Table 2,
shown in the third column). The table shows coefficients on chance H-1B visas, with 95 percent confidence intervals in brackets. The table shows that there is no
significant effect of chance lottery wins on the probability of being above these limits. Panel A Column 3 is blank because no firms with ten or fewer employees
experienced an increase in employment of at least 10,000 See other notes to Table 2. *** refers to significance at the 1% level; ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 10. Effect of H-1B Lottery Wins on Employment of Other Workers, Varying Controls
Employment in first year (Q1 through Q4):
Median regressions
(1)
(2)
A) ≤10 employees
-2.08
-1.52
[-4.24, 0.24]*
[-2.15, -0.89]***
B) ≤30 employees
-4.51
-1.36
[-6.57, -2.44]***
[-2.09, -0.63]***
C) All
-2
-2.05
[-16.78, 12.77]
[-3.67, -0.43]**

(3)
-3.80
[-6.96, -0.65]**
3.20
[-17.20, 23.59]
-1407.80
[-4102.92, 1289.33]

2SLS (mean regressions)
(4)
(5)
-3.58
-2.46
[-6.48, -0.69]**
[-4.61, -0.32]**
10.63
-4.84
[-18.67, 39.94]
[-7.88, -1.80]***
-1503.06
23.69
[-4021.05, 1012.93]
[-180.31, 229.68]

(6)
-2.10
[-3.88, -0.32]**
-2.26
[-4.25, -0.29]**
-3.41
[-18.76, 11.94]

Employment in first three years (Q1 through Q12):
Median regressions
(1)
(2)
A) ≤10 employees
-3.12
-1.64
[-5.07, -1.16]***
[-2.30, -0.88]***
B) ≤30 employees
-4.86
-1.74
[-6.52, -3.12]***
[-2.61, -0.87]***
C) All
-4
-3.95
[-17.77, 9.77]
[-5.37, -0.52]***

(3)
-2.69
[-7.38, 1.99]
-6.55
[-17.77, 4.67]
-823.84
[-2719.29, 1071.60]

2SLS (mean regressions)
(4)
-2.42
-3.10
[-6.90, 2.04]
[-6.02, -0.18]**
-1.44
-5.73
[-14.39, 11.51]
[-9.07, -2.37]***
-707.81
11.28
[-2198.10, 782.47]
[-223.32, 247.88]

-2.75
[-5.42, -0.07]**
-2.98
[-5.66, -0.30]**
-11.00
[-29.68, 9.67]

Prior employment
95% Winsorization

X

X
X

X
X

Notes: The table shows coefficients on chance H-1B visas, with 95 percent confidence intervals in brackets, minus the H-1B worker the firm won. The first two
columns show median regressions of firm employment. The next four columns show 2SLS (mean) regressions. We pool and stack observations across quarters.
All specifications control for expected lottery wins, while only some include a control for prior employment or winsorize the change in employment . In the 2SLS
regressions, the instrument is chance lottery wins and the endogenous variable is approved capped H-1B visas. See Table 2 for other notes and sample sizes. ***
denotes p<0.01; ** p<0.05; * p<0.10. If the H-1B worker works at the firm, a coefficient of 0 corresponds to neither crowd-out nor crowd-in of other
employment, and a coefficient of -1 corresponds to one-for-one-crowdout of other employment.

Appendix Table 11: Effect of Chance H-1Bs on Employment of Other Workers,
including versus excluding firms with missing pre-period employment
Employment, 1
Year incl missing
(1)
Panel A: Median Regressions
-1.75
Chance wins
N

Employment, 1
Year excl missing
(2)

Employment, 3
Years incl missing
(3)

Employment, 3
Years excl missing
(4)

-2.05

-2.51

-2.95

[-3.39, -0.12]**

[-3.67, -0.43]**

[-4.64, -0.38]**

[-5.37, -0.52]***

10799

9803

31797

28644

-1.90

-3.41

-9.97

-11.00

[-60.12, 58.31]

[-18.76, 11.94]

[-75.06, 55.13]

[-31.68, 9.67]

10799

9803

31797

28644

Panel B: 2SLS (Mean) Regressions
Chance wins
N

Notes: Dependent variables are employment within the firm over one year or three years. Controls
and sample restrictions are identical to Table 2 of the paper, except in (1) and (3) where firms with
missing pre-period employment are included, with a dummy variable for missing pre-period
employment added to the regression. By construction, we cannot examine smaller firms while
including missing employment values in the pre-period because we do not know which firms meet
any particular cutoff. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. *** refers to significance at the
1% level; ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 12. Effect of Chance Lottery Wins on Other Worker Employment in Subgroups

A) Regular

B) ADE

C) Professional, sci., and
tech. services
D) Industries other than
professional, sci., and
tech. services
E) “Temporary support
services” industries
F) Non-“temporary
support services”
industries
G) Applied on last day
and before
H) Applied only on last
day
I) Average age of
applications < 27
J) Average age of
applications ≥ 27

≤10 employees
(1)
-1.41
[-2.10, -0.73]***
{651}
-1.02
[-2.36, 0.36]
{67}
-1.58
[-2.54, -0.61]***
{456}
-0.64
[-1.50, 0.22]
{257}
-2.56
[-6.70, 1.57]
{384}
0.65
[-1.42, 0.72]
{330}
-1.80
[-3.05,-0.56]***
{377}
-1.00
[-1.60, -0.40]***
{340}
-1.13
[-3.40, 1.14]
{202}
-1.52
[-2.26, -0.77]***
{500}

≤30 employees
(2)
-1.59
[-2.46, -0.72]***
{1,069}
-0.48
[-2.51, 1.55]
{134}
-1.72
[-2.92, -0.52]***
{759}
-0.35
[-1.36, 0.65]
{426}
-1.68
[-3.09, -0.27]**
{628}
-1.00
[-1.95, -0.05]**
{560}
-1.76
[-3.31, -0.20]**
{627}
-1.07
[-1.78, -0.36]***
{563}
-1.79
[-4.74, 1.16]
{341}
-1.35
[-2.15, -0.54]***
{830}

All firm sizes
(3)
-2.26
[-4.33, -0.19]**
{1,969}
0.38
[-6.63, 7.39]
{400}
-2.46
[-4.60, -0.33]**
{1,275}
0.16
[-3.74, 4.05]
{1,015}
-2.54
[-5.03, -0.05]**
{4,738}
-0.86
[-3.46, 1.74]
{1,265}
-2.17
[-5.18, 0.83]
{1,299}
-1.38
[-2.77, 0.00]*
{997}
1.79
[-16.82, 20.40]
{683}
-2.71
[-5.37, -0.04]**
{1,618}

Notes: The table shows the effect of chance lottery wins on employment, minus the H-1B worker won in the
lottery, displaying point estimates and 95% confidence intervals in [square brackets] for median regressions of
employment in Q1-Q4 on chance lottery wins. n’s in {curly brackets} show the total number of firms. All
specifications have the baseline controls: employment in the pre-period and expected lottery wins. “Temporary
consulting industries” refers to six-digit NAICS codes 541511, 541519, 541600, 541330, 519100, 423600, and
541512; “non-temp industries” refers to all others. “Professional, scientific, and technical services” refers to
NAICS code 54. The number of observations is in {curly brackets} below the confidence intervals in [square
brackets]. See Tables 1 and 2 for additional notes. Some firms participate in both the Regular and ADE lotteries
in a given year; in these cases, we classify the firms as participating in the Regular (not ADE) lottery, though the
results are extremely similar when classifying them as participating in the ADE lottery instead. Total sample sizes
differ slightly in Rows A+B, Rows C+D, Rows E+F, Rows G+H, and Rows I+J because whether firms are in the
ADE vs. Regular lottery, and firms’ industries, differ slightly across years. Total sample sizes in each of these
combined groups also differ slightly from those reported in Table 1 because Table 1 reports n’s at the firm-lottery
year level. *** denotes p<0.01; ** p<0.05; * p<0.10

Appendix Table 13. Effect of Chance Lottery Wins on Employment of Foreigners and non-Foreigners
All
(n=2,143)
(1)
-0.012
[-0.41, 0.39]***

≤30 employees
(n=1,198)
(2)
0.00
[-0.15, 0.15]***

≤10 employees
(n=723)
(3)
0.00
[-0.19, 0.19]***

B) Non-U.S. citizen employment, IRS measure

-0.55
[-1.89, 0.79]***

-0.12
[-0.97, 0.72]***

-0.26
[-1.14, 0.62]***

C) Native employment, SSN-based measure

-0.073
[-0.72, 0.58]***

0.11
[-0.47, 0.69]***

0.018
[-0.41, 0.44]

D) Non-native employment, SSN-based measure

-0.37
[-1.32, 0.59]***

-0.065
[-0.80, 0.67]***

-0.16
[-1.34, 1.03]*

Outcome
A) U.S. citizen employment, IRS measure

Notes: The table shows the effect of chance lottery wins on employment of foreigners or non-foreigners, displaying point
estimates of the coefficient on chance lottery wins and 95% confidence intervals from median regressions. “IRS measure”
refers to a specification in which we measure employment using IRS data on the most recent measure of citizenship (the
only measure of citizenship immediately available in the data). “SSN-based measure” refers to a measure of nativity using
an algorithm developed in conjunction with Yagan (2014), identifying individuals as natives and non-natives on the basis
of individuals’ Social Security Numbers (SSNs) in the data. The table shows that the results are similar under both
measures. All specifications control for employment in the pre-period and expected lottery wins, as in the baseline. The
measure of a firm’s employment is taken from the W-2, because the W-2 data can be matched to citizenship. The results
are similar when we measure employment as the total number of employees observed at the firm over the year from the W2 data. To make the time period investigated as comparable as possible to the quarterly data shown elsewhere (where we
investigate Q1 to Q4), we pool the snapshot from Year 0 with Year 1. n’s refer to the number of firms. See Table 2 for
additional notes. For Rows A and C (regressions for non-foreigners), *** denotes estimates that are significantly different
from -1 at the 1% level; ** at the 5% level; * at the 10% level. For Rows B and D (regressions for foreigners), the number
of stars instead denotes the significance test for difference from 1. The reason for the difference is that in the case of
foreigners, we are primarily interested in testing whether the additional H-1B crowds out employment of other
foreigners—which corresponds to the test of a difference from 1 because if the H-1B works at the firm, the coefficient
should be 1. In the case of non-foreigners, we are interested in testing whether the H-1B crowds out non-foreigners onefor-one—which corresponds to the test of whether the coefficient is different from -1. None of the estimates is
significantly different from zero at any conventional significance level.

Appendix Table 14. Effect of Chance Lottery Wins on Contract Workers

≤10 employees
≤30 employees

All

Any Contractors
(1)
-0.033
[-0.144, 0.078]

IHS $ on contractors
(2)
-0.409
[-1.878, 1.061]

-0.067
[-0.145, 0.011]*

-0.753
[-1.766, 0.261]

-0.054
[-0.088, -0.019]***

-0.663
[-1.147, -0.178]***

Notes: This table investigates the effects of chance H-1Bs on whether firms hire any
contract workers and the inverse hyperbolic sine of total dollars spent on contract
workers. The independent variables are chance lottery wins, expected wins, and prior
contracting. The table shows coefficients on chance H-1B visas, with 95 percent
confidence intervals in brackets. (1) and (2) are both mean regressions. *** refers to
significance at the 1% level; ** at the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 15. Effects of Chance H-1B Lottery Wins on Patenting in Years 0-3 and 4-8
Patenting in first 3 years:

A) ≤10 employees
B) ≤30 employees
C) All

IHS of # of patents
(1)
(2)
-0.00033
-0.00015
[-0.0090, 0.0084] [-0.0082, 0.0079]
-0.00053
-0.00030
[-0.018, 0.017]
[-0.018, 0.017]
-0.021
-0.021
[-0.052, 0.010]
[-0.052, 0.010]

# of patents (negative binomial)
(3)
(4)
-0.0106
-0.0089
[-0.0287, 0.0074] [-0.0203, 0.0026]
-0.0161
-0.0138
[-0.0444, 0.0122] [-0.0386, 0.0110]
-0.0627
-0.0840
[-0.1847, 0.0593] [-0.2423, 0.0742]

Patenting in years 4-8:

A) ≤10 employees
B) ≤30 employees
C) All

IHS of # of patents
(1)
(2)
0.000041
0.000022
[-0.0022, 0.0023] [-0.0021, 0.0021]
0.0043
0.0044
[-0.0054, 0.014]
[-0.0053, 0.014]
-0.00081
-0.0017
[-0.033, 0.031]
[-0.033, 0.029]

# of patents (negative binomial)
(3)
(4)
-0.0002
-0.0003
[-0.0021, 0.0018] [-0.0021, 0.0015]
-0.0012
-0.0012
[-0.0123, 0.0099] [-0.0122, 0.0098]
-0.0488
-0.0502
[-0.1177, 0.0201] [-0.1279, 0.0275]

Prior employment
X
X
X
X
E[wins]
X
X
Notes: The table shows the effect of an extra chance H-1B visa on patent outcomes over the indicated years. The
table is identical to Table 3, except that the dependent variable is the IHS of patents in each year over Years 4 to 8.
See Tables 1 and 3 for additional notes and sample sizes. Standard errors are clustered by firm. *** refers to
significance at the 1% level; ** at the 5% level; and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 16. Effect of Chance H-1B Lottery Wins on Patenting in Subgroups

A) Regular

B) ADE

C) Professional, sci., and tech. services
D) Industries other than professional, sci.,
and tech. services
E) “Temporary support services”
industries
F) Non-“temporary support services”
industries
G) Applied on last day and before

H) Applied only on last day

I) Average age of applications < 27
J) Average age of applications ≥ 27

≤10 employees
(1)
0.0017
[-0.0040, 0.0074]
{654}
-0.0038
[-0.012, 0.0038]
{67}
-0.0010
[-0.0046, 0.0026]
{459}
0.0011
[-0.0057, 0.0080]
{261}
-0.0015
[-0.0057, 0.0028]
{388}
0.0014
[-0.0042, 0.0070]
{333}
-0.00026
[-0.0070, 0.0065]
{379}
0.0011
[-0.0015, 0.0038]
{345}
-0.0022
[-0.011, 0.0071]
{206}
0.0018
[-0.0048, 0.0084]
{503}

≤30 employees
(2)
0.0045
[-0.011, 0.020]
{1,062}
0.00076
[-0.0087, 0.010]
{137}
0.0021
[-0.012, 0.017]
{762}
0.0018
[-0.0075, 0.011]
{432}
0.0048
[-0.012, 0.021]
{632}
-0.0015
[-0.0085, 0.055]
{565}
0.0017
[-0.014, 0.017]
{629}
0.00050
[-0.0082, 0.0092]
{570}
-0.0098
[-0.029, 0.0091]
{347}
0.0087
[-0.0079, 0.025]
{833}

All firm sizes
(3)
0.0070
[-0.011, 0.025]
{2,327}
-0.031
[-0.11, 0.046]
{494}
-0.010
[-0.041, 0.021]
{1,486}
-0.0087
[-0.066, 0.049]
{1,273}
-0.010
[-0.044, 0.024]
{1,191}
-0.0051
[-0.056, 0.046]
{1,572}
-0.0036
[-0.037, 0.030]
{1,502}
-0.037
[-0.080, 0.0055]*
{1,271}
-0.049
[-0.12, 0.023]
{828}
0.010
[-0.019, 0.039]
{1,940}

Notes: The table shows OLS regressions of the IHS of patents in each year from Year 0 to Year 8 on chance H1B lottery wins. All specifications control for patents in the pre-period and expected lottery wins, as in the
baseline. The results are comparable when we investigate the patenting dummy or the number of patents as the
dependent variable. “Temporary consulting industries” refers to six-digit NAICS codes 541511, 541519,
541600, 541330, 519100, 423600, and 541512; “non-temp industries” refers to all others. “Professional,
scientific, and technical services” refers to NAICS code 54. The number of observations is in {curly brackets}
below the confidence intervals in [square brackets]. See Tables 3 for additional notes. Some firms participate in
both the Regular and ADE lotteries in a given year; in these cases, we classify the firms as participating in the
Regular (not ADE) lottery, though the results are extremely similar when classifying them as participating in
the ADE lottery instead. Total sample sizes differ slightly in Rows A+B, Rows C+D, Rows E+F, Rows G+H,
and Rows I+J because whether firms are in the ADE vs. Regular lottery, and firms’ industries, differ slightly
across years. Total sample sizes in each of these combined groups also differ slightly from those reported in
Table 1 because Table 1 reports n’s at the firm-lottery year level, whereas Appendix Table 16 reports them at
the firm level. Standard errors are clustered by firm. *** refers to significance at the 1% level; ** at the 5%
level; and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 17. Effect of Chance H-1B Lottery Wins on Patenting, using Alternative Matching
Procedure

A) ≤10 employees
B) ≤30 employees
C) All
Prior patents
E[wins]

IHS of number of patents
(1)
(2)
-0.011
-0.011
[-0.029, 0.0065]
[-0.029, 0.0068]
-0.0090
-0.0088
[-0.026, 0.0084]
[-0.026, 0.0085]
-0.028
-0.027
[-0.067, 0.011]
[-0.066, 0.011]
X
X
X

# of patents (negative binomial)
(3)
(4)
-0.019
-0.018
[-0.035, -0.003]**
[-0.030, -0.004]**
-0.021
-0.020
[-0.048, 0.005]
[-0.045, 0.004]
-0.086
-0.096
[-0.195, 0.023]
[-0.222, 0.030]
X
X
X

Notes: See notes to Table 3. The table is similar to Table 3, except in defining the firms that match between the
USCIS data and the Patent Dataverse, this table includes those firms that are “possible” matches (whereas Table 3
excludes those firms). The table examines patenting in each year from Year 0 to Year 8,. *** refers to
significance at the 1% level; ** at the 5% level; and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 18. Effect of Chance H-1B Visas on Patent Citations
A) ≤10 employees
B) ≤30 employees
C) All
Prior citations
E[wins]

(1)
-0.0059
[-0.023, 0.011]
-0.0053
[-0.032, 0.022]
-0.022
[-0.071, 0.028]
X

(2)
-0.0057
[-0.022, 0.010]
-0.0049
[-0.032, 0.022]
-0.025
[-0.074, 0.023]
X
X

Notes: The table investigates the effect on patents when we weight each patent by its number of citations, i.e. the
dependent variable is patent citations. “Prior citations” is measured using patents from Year -1, to parallel Table
3. Otherwise, the specification is the same as in the Table 3 IHS specifications. The mean of citations in the ≤10
employees, ≤30 employees, and “all” groups is 2.27, 8.94, and 40.77, respectively. The mean of the IHS of
citations in these three groups is 0.22, 0.045, and 0.33, respectively. *** refers to significance at the 1% level; **
at the 5% level, and * at the 10% level.

Appendix Table 19. Effect of Chance H-1B Lottery Wins on Patenting Dummy
A) ≤10 employees
B) ≤30 employees
C) All firm sizes
Prior patents
E[wins]

(1)
-0.0010
[-0.0042, 0.0022]
-0.0029
[-0.0095, 0.0038]
-0.0014
[-0.014, 0.011]
X

(2)
-0.0010
[-0.0041, 0.0020]
-0.0028
[-0.0094, 0.0038]
-0.0012
[-0.014, 0.011]
X
X

Notes: See notes to Table 3. The table runs the same specification as Table 3, except that in Appendix Table 21
the dependent variable is a dummy for whether the firm patented in each year, so that the coefficient reflects the
effect on the fraction of years that the firm has at least one patent, and we run a linear probability (OLS) model.
We control for a dummy for whether the firm patented in a pre-period. *** refers to significance at the 1% level;
** at the 5% level; and * at the 10% level.

